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Alex Kaplan Is a business major at
the University of New Mexico. In
his spare time, he's also state
coordinator
for NORML
(the
National Organization
for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws). And
sometimes, he tries to make those
twains meet.
He has already
persuaded the school's Student
Association
to
appropriate

S

Hedber,g if he could get three
credits for his NORML iNork,'
under an Independent study program. Hedberg verbally approved
and even extended the plan to
include five other undergraduates,
whom Kaplan would supervise.
They would devote six hours a
week to the project, after which

"several thousand dollars" 'for
NORML's local lobbying. Recently ~plan,
described by NORML
western
regional
coordinator
Gordon Brownell as among "the
youngest ... brlghtest, most energetic and Innovative!"
state
workers the organization h9-S,tried.
it again.
In November sophomore Kaplan
asked faculty
member
Jean
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redefining the terms' of the BSU
food service contract.
Some of the specifications, such
as the requirement for one steak '
night each week, three meals on
saturday, and requirements 'for
meat entrees may be reduced to
provide 'an all-around food service
Originally, saga food service had
at a reasonable rate, according to
proposed a 16.8 per cent increase
Boerl. "The committee is working
to maintain next year's operation
at this year's level. This, as , to pick out the things the students
, will not want to give up, ", he said.
'Student Residential Lifl;l'assistant
Last month, the State Board of.
director Dave Boer! put It, was "a
Education 'approved a ,10% Inlittle high" and led the university
crease in dorm room and board
food service committee to consider
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by Bud Humphrey
SUB, and 9 a.m.: to 3 p.m. in the
Primary elections for ASBSU
other buildings. Thursday voting
offices will be held Wednesday
will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m, at all
and Thuraday, Feb, 21~22, in the
locations.
SUB, the Library, the vo- Tech
The primary'S function, theoretbuilding, the Business buHdlng
ically, is to narrow the number of
and the Liberal Arts Building.
candidates running fot each office,
Absentee voting, for those who' - or seat in the student senate, to
will not be on campus those days,
two. However, this year the only
will be heid In the Student
contested race In the primary will
Activities office of the SUB 8:30
be for president. The Arbiter will
to 4:30 this Friday.
present a candidates' forumarnong
General. balloting on WednesSteve Botimer,Mlke
Cramer .and
day will be from 9 a.rn, to 7 p.m. in
Mike .Fisher, presidential candlthe Business building and the
dates; In next week's issue. 'rtii':\
,
~

B'o. 1se'.S .~Bic.ycle.. ~
Ordi nee ay. - C. I.anoe··
1J

fees, and Boerl noted SRL expected that much of an increase both in
building rnalntenance costs and in
food service charges. "The 16.8
per cent would have thrown us off
completely," he remarked. Part of
the funds gained from dorm fees
and student unionlhousing
fees
were expected to finance projects
such as replacing the SUB roof and
\TIaklng repairs in the dorms.
If the food service increase ends
up less than 10%, some other,
items that are also needed but not,
dea91y urgent, such as replacing
worn carpeting In the Towenj,
might be feasible, Boerl added.
The culprit for cost increase Is the
overallrlseinlivlngcosts,accordIng toassistant financial vice-president Al Hooten. "We had plann-ed this year for about five per
cent inflation, and so far it's been
close to nine," he said. "The best
indication for next year Is nine per
cent or better .. , Every time we try
10 estlrnate inflation, we seem to
• ::ome up short," he added.
The food service committee has
been negotiating with Saga, and
also meeting with two committees
of dorm students In order to arrive
at a contract satisfactory to as
many as possible, said Boerl. the
dorm committees have heard some
of Saga's suggestlonsforreduclng
costs, and reactions have been
mixed: "The students didn't seem
to endorse reducing the serving
hours. Surprisingly, though, th~y
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adding a brunch, like we now have
01'1 Sundays," 'he said. Currently,

~:e~i~rePero~~
a~a;:~~
.when a late ,morning
brunch and an mld-afternoon dintratlon of bicycles Is not mandabY Kathleen O'Brien
ner are served.
tory,
but
a
proposalwas
made
to
The new bicycle ordinance for the
Other.suggestions include steak
allow dealers to license bicycles
city of Boise Is now available for
when they are Sold.
, night to be held once or twice a
public review. At an information
month, a reduction In the number
The question of whether or not a
session Wednesday" February 7,
of meat entrees, desserts, bevercyclist should be· allowed to ride
twenty people discussed the ordl~
ages, and salad trimmings .. Saga
against the flow of traffic rajsed
nance and their views on riding
also has a "standard" menu which
the
most
discussion
atthemeeting.
bicycles 'In Boise. The new plan
pre8e!lt BSU llpeclflcationsexceed;
this Is prohibited at anytime, even
replaces an old ordinance officials
Boeri noted.
In' bike lanes, by the proposed
found unenforcible, and deals with
Hooten said a contract should be
ordinance.
Several
people
felt
that
the realities of riding a bike In city
arrived at within about two weeks.
since most lanes In Boise are on
traffic.It's certain we'll look. at an
onlv oneslde of the street, it was
Required equipment Includes
additional number of dollars, but
brakes, awamlng device (either a 'safer to ride against traffic In the
maybe we'n _ have less of an
bike lane' to 'risk riding on the
bell or the human voice),' a red
Increase than we expected,"
he
street.'
.
reflector, and a white light
said.
'
attached to either the bicycle or
PAGE4'
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Rising food costs and building
maintenance may cause food servlce for dorm students to have a
few less features next year. However, many student might not even
mind the cutbacks.
'
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, Sunday,

Ed Bradley, CBS News' correspondent,klcked off an ,altogether
_eventful week for.a.c::UWith a lecture on Blacks' place In hIstory
monday night. Bradley's talk Is connected with the Bolsa State
, Black Student Union's observance of Black History Week, which
also featured films, concerts, and pcetry reading. Also going on is
Vocational Education Week, in which BSU hosted a legislatIve
breakfast and discussion on Vo-Techeducation. Today,·BSU sent a
, delegate to a regional convention on Vo-Tech educatIon which will
respond to HEW secretary Joseph Califano's statement last year
that vocational ed was "one of tne.: least effective programs. "
Also today, Sen Frank Church gave the keynot address at the first
BSU Preview, whIch ·/s aimed tOl'vardpromotl(lg' the university
among prospective new students. The preview has featured talks,
tours, films, displays, skits and open houses, and the day will end
with student speak out, tn .which. BSU students will have. the
'opportunity to question and answer P~ident John Keiser about
.the workings of the university. Hang on, the week ain't over yet...
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The Boise State Uoiversity Music
Department will host the Annual
Jazz Festival, Wednesday and
Thursday, February, 21-22, 1979,
In the Special Events Center and
Student Union Ballroom. The 2
day event will feature 35 performIng high school jazz. ensembles
from throughout Idaho, Oregon,
Washington, Montana and. Utah.
These bands will be critiqued by
Henry Wolklng, Director of Jazz
Studies; University' of Utah and
-MarcSukofsky; Trombonist; Idaho
State University. AFestlvaJ
LP
album will be recorded featuring 8
bands selected by our. clinicians.
Clinic/workshops are scheduled
during the afternoons featuring
our guast artists on a wide range

I

of' jazz •related subjects.
Highlighting Wednesday's activities will be a concert by Buddy
!=tich and his band In the Student
Union Ballroom: Concluding the
Festival on Thursday Evening will '
be composer-pianist, TOchlko Akiyoshi and tenor saxophonist-flutIst, Lew. Tabackin' in ooncert with
the BSU Jazz Emsemble I. Both
concerts start at 3:15 p.m.,
Admission to the high school
jazz ensemble perfOrm;:lJ1ce and
afternoon clinic/workshops is free.
TIckets for Buddy Rich. and his
, band are $6.00 general admission
and $5.00 for BSU students.
Gei1eraJadmlsslonfor
the ToShl~
dol Lew Tabackln ooncert Is $4.00 ...
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Tutors-Helping
by Heidi Swlnnerton
Just about every student needs
a little bit of academic aid once in
awhile. Some need more than
others. Fortunately, BSU is equipped with a thriving Tutorial Program located in the Administration Building, Room 114· as a
service -of the Student Advisory
and Special Services Office.
The number of students using
, the Tutorial Program has more
than doubled since last year, and
grown by leaps and bounds since
its conception over threevears
ago. Perhaps because BSU is a
commuter school, students don't
have as many opportunities to
study together and to visit with
their professors.

...AR-Y'.4.'
... _979-.J

Students; Help Themselves

Students returning to the academic world after years "on the
outside" find that, besides the

probable pressures of job and
family, the expectations of protessors may be greater than In the

past. Nevertheless, explains Margarita Sugiyama, "TIlese students
grow to see how their IIfeexpervery

lences strengthen their ability to
understand psychology, sociology,
and other-areas of study, It'd be a
dull world If we all came from
the same time and the same place.
People striving· for sameness are
crazy." Eve'l though a student's
professor is .thb ideal tutor, some
students who feel shy or insecure
ttles, preference for certain progneed the informality. of peer
rams and types of movies.
counseling,"
Sugiyama added.
Last spring, 1200out of 6000 full
. The tutor program has a croptime students voted In the ASBSU
in-center In the Mathematics Labelections, and Batimer did not
oratory, Room 205 of the SCience
consider that representative of the' Building. Since Its development
'student body as a whole. Hopeful- ,eight months ago, thenumber of
Iy, he added, more students
students who drop in for asslsconcerned about school events will
tance at their convenience has
turn out for the ASBSU general
tripled. Tutors in mathematics,
election.
_ Iiii:\
chemistry, Biology, and physies
~
are available at the center from
9:30-3:30 and 6:30 to 9:00 Monday
through Thursday and 9:30 to 1:30
Friday. Tutors also are available
saturday 1:00 to 4:00 In the first
floor of the library, Room 118A.
At the crop-in-center. tutors
work with several students at a
time, helping' one for a few
minutes, then moving "on to another. As Greg Easter, the Coor-'
dinator of the tutor program points
out, "Sometimes other students
start helping each other and that's
also a good learning experience for
them. The drop-In-center is a
space to meet and teach each
other. Each tutor is enthusiastic
about helping; if not, we wouldn't
have hired them. Sometimes a
student will sign up for a tutor and
not even go see him. They know
someone's there and that they,
care, and that's enough to-carry
€I)
them through." ,
Many of the students, Easter
6)
noted, who come to his office are .
in need of confidence, coaxing, .
0
and positive reinforcement. "If we
can just get them over the initial
G
hurdle, they can achieve academically," he asserted.
e
The number of students using
e
the tutor program this year will
probablyreach the thousand mark.
Statistics show that the majority of
the students are middle- upper- .
middle class, doing B or C work.
," t
Half the students are freshmen.
Many are getting A's in their
major but they need help in basic
areas, such as math. Math is the
most requested area, according to
Easter, especially M105and M106.
If a student wishes tutoring in a
course where few requests are

Questions PIa C'e·' O n'
Next Month's' Ba IIot
student body president Rob Perez,
Students will have the opportunand the new-ly elected student
ity to voice ihelr opinions concernbody president. Information from
ing school activities during the
these reports will help them to
ASBSU general elections March
adjust programming according to
14-J5. Questions dealing with the
student wants and schedules. This
when, where and what of activities
have been prepared by the ASB . will also allow for adjustments
accordingly in the budget.
senate to run on the ballot.
Some of the questions students
The results of the survey. will be
may see when they go to vote.deal
given to the Student Union progwith scheduling of student activram chairman. Steve Corbett,
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This is Diane Cabiola, Boise, asshe
looked at 5' o'clock Fridav
.utcrnoon. but this was not th~ real
Diane Cabiola.

WINE
SODA.

Learn" to be the person you
perceive.

·11 Dlock 5@.
of University
on Broadway

APPOINTMENTS, Day & Evening,
or ,1 Complimentary
Consultation
336-9111
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Open Until 10 PM Mon-Sat
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The all-new Ford Mustang 'from

Bob Rice Ford

.

M.akethis your most exciting year
With Mustang '7'tJ. The New Breed.
T~st drive it today. Feel it slic~the
wind. Flatten corners. Check
exhilarating options like Michelin
TRX radials plus a specially tuned
suspensIon package. And the new
Turbocharge 2.3 litre engine.
Mustang makes it happen. Make it
happen with you.
'79 MUSTANG'

·$4335.°0*
Standard equipment: 2.3 litre 2V
4-cyl. engine 4-speed manusl·
transrnlsslon
floor-mounted shift
o Rack and pinion steering
o Front dis~ brakes 0 And more. .
0

Bob Rice
....

Rid' ·3150 Main Street
-:-

__

----~---_-

342-6811'

__

*

.

made,. the one-to-one method is
used.: One-to-one tutoring is done
by appointment and In designated,
on-eampus .study areas only.
Tutors, however, are not a
panacea. They can't help a student
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Reserve

ASBSU treasurer
has been doing his
discovered recently
reserve is still low,
as was thought.

Chris Hansen
homework: he
that the ASB's
but not as low
There is now

Rises

&

$2503 left In reserve for the rest of
the year.
While
going
over the
printouts on ASB spending,
sen found $2700 surplus

IBM·
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Student Housing
Discrimination
t;
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E
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ASBSU senator Joy Mclean shows obvious disoleasure at the
passage of a resolution to sponsor the Miss BSU Pageant in April.
Sponsorship has been accomplished; however, funding of the
contest is still somewhat up in the air.,'
,

Pageant
Require

May
ASBSU

SACRAMENTO,
Calif.-A
bill
aimed at ending housing discrimination against students was introduced in the state legislature for
the fourth year in a row, reports
the University of,California, Davis,
Aggie newspaper.
The bill, making it illegal to not
sell, rent or lease housing to an
individual because he or she is a
student,
failed to pass .ln the
closing minutes of the 1978 legislative session.
"There
is abundant
evidence
that students are denied housing
merely
because they are students," says state legislator How-

ard Berman, sponsor of the bill. ,
Unlike its three predecessors,
the current proposal law would be
separate from the state's
Fair
, Housing Act which.. prohibits discrimination
based on traits like
sex, race and marital
status.
Opponents felt the act's sanctions
against violators were too strong.
The current
proposal
allows
students who prove discrimination
to collect attorney fees.

@.

Erodes
interest collected on student funds
in saving, and other overlooked
funds.
In addition,
$116 was
gained from sales of clothing and
jewelry in the SUB lobby. That
brought the total to $6078 from a
little over $3250.
Never rernalnlnq for any length
of time at one level, the budget
was soon bitten into. First there
was a drop in enrollment for the
second semester, resulting
in a
loss of $1500. Then as organizations began to appear before the
senate asking for money for support, the budget dropped to its
present level.
Organizations
allotted
money
recently have been Alpha Eta Rho,
$600; Honors program, $300; and
C'est Vlve, $275. Also granted
money was the recreation board,
which received $900 of the $1500
previously held out for them. @

Funds

market. " His comment was suppassed, Hansen noted that did not
The Miss BSU pageant wi.1I probported by senator Joy McLean,
necessarily
mean Williams
was
ably be funded by the ASBSU after
wIlo remarked, "Why Isn't Miss
going to receive the $300 If the
all. Glade Williams,
coordinator
pageant doesn't break even from
for the pageant, got the blessing of . BSU ever fat or ugly?"
Following a few questions dlreoticket sales. Hansen indicated that
the student .senate for the upcomtnp-contest, by a vote of 8-7-1. ted toward the present MI8S BSU, Williams would have to come
Susan Shankweiler,
the senate
before the senate again to request
Along
with that blessing
may
voted in the motion to sponsor the
the money if needed at a later
come the sum of $300.
contest. Even though the motion
'date.
Williams was quoted two weeks
ago in the Arbiter as saying the
contest would be' funded totally by
"community
support".
However,
®
upon questioning by treasurer
. Chris Hansen, Williams said last
Wednesday
that the ASB public
relations office would require $300
from the ASBSU for programs,
posters, recreation center rental,
'foV"
and other expenses. SCholarships
OlA.+doovand other prizes would be donated
by local businesses. He proposed
c.e
that the money come from the
01.5
<X.
v(,,°hiO
Programs Board, which has cancelled
lectures
and has some
m OlA.ntQ.·'n
r.ctr
leftover money. Programs Board
chairman Stevo Corbett could not
be reached for comment.
Some senators were less than
enthusiastic about supporting the
activity. Senator Jerry Ostermiller
described the contest as a "meat
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" This is Diane Cabiola, Boise, as she
looked at 8 o'clock Fridayevening.
That's more like it, Diane!
We can help you make it happen.

gernaker
APPOINTMENTS,
Day & Evening,
or a Complimentary
Consultation
336-9111
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the proposed Pioneer coal fired

leg' lsloture Burns Consumer Again £.:E~~51~~
Analysis
by Erwin Walters
,
The Idaho State Legislature,
bastion of special interests and
home away from home for more
hucksters than you can shake- a
spud at, rose Friday from its
listless January pose and snuffed
out the lone remaining flicker of
consumer power in the state

sector. The re-nomination of Bob,
Lenaghen for a second term as
president of the Idaho Public
Utilities Commission was rejected
by the State Senate. Thevote was
along "party" lines 19-16.
More than fifty persons had
testified at a marathon public
hearing Monday atternoon, eve, ning, night and Tuesday morning.

Bike Ordinance ..
PAGE
,
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Committee chairman Eric Guise
explained that the new ordinance,
as law, would require bike lanes
on both sides of the street. Plans'
for another lane on Fifteenth
Street and one on Mountain View
Drive are set for spring.
Bicyclists are permitted to ride
either direction on sidewalks.
A new concept borrowed from
Boulder, Colorado, is the ','balance
stop."
The rider "shall halt
forward movement entirely but
shall not be required to dismount
or remove his or her feet from the
pedals," unless safety requires a
complete stop,
'Under the new ordinance, bicycles are given equal status with
automobilies, and classified as a
"slow moving vehicle," entitled to
the right hand lane of the street.
When'delaying traffic, the cyclist

Supporting Lenaghen's re-nomination were representatives of
senior citizens' groups, Independent irrigation pumpers, the attorney for the Idaho Irrigation Pumpers Association, representatives of
environmental groups and, of
course, organized and. unorganized consumers. Opposing the
re-nomlnation were those corpo-

rate interests and their stand-Ins,
who are regulated by the PUC. .
The only exceptions were so~,'
ind~dent
trucking companies
and MOuntain Bell, who are also
PUC regulated, bU~ testified in
favor of Lenaghen s retentl?n.
~e
mator punllc complaint
~galnst Bob Len~ghen was his
Instrumental role In the defeat elf

IDea_nmmE.mal

.. must move as far to the right as
practical or safe, to allow faster
moving vehlcles to pass."
,Some people questioned whether
there is enough room in one traffic
lane for- a car to pass a bicycle
safely, and thought the cyclist
should stay in the lane and force
the car to go around him.
Most people at the meeting felt
that riding a bike in Boise was not
a pleasant experience. For a
Sunday excursion the Greenbelt
bike paths will do, but for serious
cross-town transportation the bicycllst must rely on his own courage
and imagination,
,A city the size of Boise, with
increasing air pollution, needs a
. safe commuter system for bicycles.
The Bicycle/Pedestrain Advisory
' Council has taken the first step
with a realistic, safety-oriented
ordinance.
Interested bicyclists can review

BODYWARMER

ests., so unused to obstruction In
their habitual SWindling of the
Idaho consumer, could not stand
the thought of actually being
regulated by the Commission.
The story they .presented on
Pioneer Is worthy of note
According to the ailtl-L~aghen
boys, hlsmeddllnq prevented the
construction of the Pioneer Plant.
Now, with the giant expansion of
energy needs In the state, we are
short on power and It's Bob's
tault.
This issue bestpolnls out the
true role of Bob Lenaghen on the
PUC: he understands the Statistical methods of the utilities as well
as they do and can 'dig out the
truth in short order. Inthls
the truth Is that during the month
of January 1979, Idaho'. Power
Company experienced the highest
peak load In its history. At,this
time Idaho Power was exportlnq
(yes, exporting) 150 f!l89awatts of
power to WashlngtonWater'and
Power, and 130 megawatts to
Portland General Electric.
So
much for contrived 'shortages.
Vern Ravenscroft, right Wing
loser In the 1978 Republican
gubernatorial primary and now a
registered "lobbyist'.' in the legislature,. ran Interference for the
Republican legislator,>'i!1';~tt1ng
up the Lenaghen defeat.
Jim
RiSCh, who made rils reputation
trying to bust up the anti-war
movernentln Boise as Ada County
prosecuting attorney and then
.rnoved on to the state senate,'
carried the ball.
Risch claims his conduct wag
"on behalf 01 the people of
Idaho. "
Which people? The
consumers, who with the help of a
hard working and fact finding PUC
have barely kept' afloat in the tace '
of a flood of rate Increases? The
small farmer, who thanks to
Lenaghen's PUC; can ,still pump
irrigation water without courting
bankruptcy?
Maybe the people on whose
behalf Senator Risch is working
are. the people of Intermountain
Gas whose rate increase requests
follow one another as regularly as
their record annual profits. Or
maybe it's the people of Idaho
Power who have sent $17,000 in
legal fees to Jim Risch's law firm.
Whoever those people are, they've
got another victory behind them.
For them "representative" gov.ernment seems to work. For the
rest of us.runti "public" utilities
become truly public, the road
ahead looks dim.

case,

the new plan' at Boise State
University Library. Questions,
opinions, and assistance can be

directed to Eric Guise, Bicycle/Pedestrian
Coordinator,
at"

@

384-8446.
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Buy your valentine a
pair of painter pants for
Valentine's Day!

It's.An Adyenture In Fun Shopping ti Painter Pants! Bib Overalls! Blue Jeans & Cords!
Fashion Clojhing at

European
t\"'\otorsBncg
Specializing in

'~'

.

VW, Petsche,

Audi,
Repairs

& Sales
~WfIlfe the E}tports'
Rudy Quallio
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Summaries of news Items not reported
locally, complied from sources Indicated.
by Richard Smith

MTN,
NEW$.

cPs

Palitir:al/lnlernalianal News
Thct New York TIIIl8I
2-1-79
The USSR doubled their
explosions in 1978.

nuclear

tactics Include propagande, blOWing up
trucks, buses, and a vital rallroed bridge.
sovret-becked Mozambique presently spentest - ds a third of Its national bUdget on the
- military.

1-31-79
Schools for Arab children In the West Bank
are funded far less generously than Jewish
schools funded by .the Israelt government.'

Israel's minister of Arab affairs resigned
complaining that the post has no authority.
11;% of Israel Is Arab.
Syria and Iraq ended unification talks with
no definite results. Pressures for unification
are Iraq's fear of the Iranian situation and,
Syria's desire to reduce Saudi Arabian
dependence. Many unification attempts In
the past have ended In failure.

Rhodesians voted to accept limited black
majority rule by April 20.
1-3().79
"
An Armenian has been sentenced to death
In Moscow for allegedly bombing a subway.
Sakharov has suggested the bombing may
have been done by the secret police In order
to discredit dissidents.

1-3().79
Britain's truck driver strike ended In
confusion and with questionable Impact.
Only a fourth of the drivers participated.

Opium cultivation In Egypt Is increasing
despite government opposition.

Jack Anderson reports a secret deal for
Mexico to replace USSR as Cuba's 011
supplier. The billion dollar deal will last
several years, an apparent rebuff to the US
lWhlcti spurned a major Mexican gas contract
In fawr of cheaper Canadian gas.

1-26-79
Poland agreed to let Western bankers
monitor Its economy In order to pay up old
debts and to obtain new loans.
China Is Indamnlfylng former property
owners for losses during Ihe Cultural
Revolution. The business class In general Is
being upgraded.
M*M¥
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Student Denied Credit
For NORML Workm!JmmBllIEEJI!m:Hlial.D~
was just beat. r don't blame her.
I'm beat, too."
Kaplan thinks dropping the
they'd write papers about their.
proposal was somewhat· Ironic
experiences.
because. Houston, who could not
,"Everything
was going along
be reached for comment by press
fine," Kaplan now recalls, until a
time, "has virtually no power in .
local paper ran a story about It
"and senator Houston of Albu - the legislature" and could not
have mounted a serious threat to
querque, a member of the leols. the school'a vstate . funding.
lature's
Finance Committee,
Houston "Is a candidate for goverthreatened to vote against all state
nor, and he thought he found an,
funding for the university unless
issue .that could help him. ','
Kaplan was refused credit 'for his
.Meanwhlle Brownell in San
decriminalization Work.
University officials, apparently- Francisco adds Kaplan'S proposal
was not that uncommon,' the
nervous about the threat and the
"many colleges routinely allow
publicity, initially defended Its
political science majors and law
pending approval of the for-credit
students to work even with elected' .
lobbying. Yet Hedberg, according
officials for credit, as a way of
'to Kaplan, "rnlstakenlv" told the
learning how the legislative propress Kaplan's Idea had been to
cess works."
get credit for research Into decrimLaw students from George Washinalization, not for lobbying.
ington, American, and GeorgeFinally last week Hedqerg droptown universities have worked as
ped out of the project, refusing to
interns, for credit, at NORML's
sponsor it in any form. "She got
Washington, D.C.' headquarters.
so wasted from the controversy,"
Interns from "several University
Kaplan says,"she didn't want
anything more to do witfl it. She of california and California state
CONTINUED'
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South Africa's new Prime minister Botha, a
former hawkish defense minister,
has
proven flexible on racial affairs, and has
appointed a moderate minister of black
affairs. Support of Afrikaners may wane,
though, due to poorly handled Investigation
of a previous -adrnlnlstratlon scandal.

1-25-79
.
The Communist Party has flied suit for FBI
flies which could cost the government $36
million. Meanwhile, the Election comrntsalon Is trying to' obteln dtsctosure of
contributors to the Party's '78 presidential
campaign.
~

,

1-28-79 ;
.
Recent increased Western aid to Tu'rkey
may reduce chances that. Turkey will
compromise at all In Cyprus. ,
Thct Wallhlngton POIt '
.
1-31-79
.Rhodesla has slowed Its attacks against
guerrilla bases In zambia, but It Is mounting
efforts against Mozambique wlih an Intent
som~ observers say, to topple Mozam~
Ique s fragile economy and government. Its'

1-29-79
John Marks wrote a new book stating that
CIA mlnd-comrot experiments continued
Into the 1970's. He Implicated EdwIn Land,
founder of Polaroid.
.
Saudi Arabia said It Imported $5 billion of
goods from the US last year. ,
.'
1-28-79
Mexico's 011 potential now rivals and may
possibly exceed that of Saudi ~rabla. But If
US wants to but ~exlcan 011, It may have to
bUy gas which comes with It, which the
Carter administration has been reluctant to
do. Mexico's 011 could undersell somo
Alaskan and Arab 011.

1-27-79 .
Iran's press noW' faces prassures for
censorship by Moslems. The threats are not
as severe as those mado previously by
SAVAK.
N. and '5. Korea will hold talks
reunification, possibly before June.

on

1-26-79
Rhodesia's white population Is down to
250,000 from zze.ooo In '75.
Tanzania and Uganda resumed fighting.
The CIA says the USSR Is not Increasing
military forces ogalnst W. Europe, but are
doing SO on the China border.
Carter will consider merging the AID, the
Peace Corps and various other overseas
government agencies.
Thct Wall Stroot Journal
2-9-79
Israel's Intelligence spotted the present
Iran situation a year ago and made
preparations accordingly.
,
2-7-79
Blacks In Mississippi aro protesting more
egalnst police brutality and what they allege
to be a pollee-KKK link.

Cansumer/
Misc:. Ne\vs
The Now Yorl< Tlmsa
2-1-79
A White .House . advisory group has
. concluded that the ultimate prospects for
solar energy are good, but that It won't be
competitive until at least 1990, nor Is It
expected to contribute more than 2% of the
total energy supply by' 2000. Several people
In DOE and at the Worldwatch Institute
disputed the estimates as too conservative.
,CONTINUED
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ty for possession up to an ounce is
system Schools" have also gained
credit working in Brownell's re- .' a $100 tlneandror 90 days in ja1l,
with a conditional discharge for
. glonaJ NORML office In San
the first, offense,
Francisco. To Grownell's'
But Kaplan says he's not forsakknowledge, though, the University
Ing his independent study propoof New Mexico Student Associasal. "I'll try It again, man. They
tion is "the only major university
haven't heard the last of me." He
(group) that financially supports
promises to draft a written propoNORMt,.'s activities."
New
sal, find a sponsoring professor,
Mexico also has what Kaplan
and try to collect his three credits
terms "one of the nation's better"
for the fall, 1979 semester. - @
marijuana laws. Maximum penal-

Internationally

Published Photographer

s

GOVERNOR'S SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
The Governor's Summer Internship Program will employ twelve college
students in positions within Idaho State Government from June 11 to
August8. 1979. The goal of this program is to provide a learning experience
in government through on-the-job training. Interns. who must be Idaho
residents. wiil be assigned to a full·time position within a State department.
and will attend weekly afternoon seminars on topics of interest.
Compensation will be 82.90 per hour, or $1044'for the summer. Students
are urged toobtain credit for their internship work through their individual
advisors or Or. Syd Duncombe. University of Idaho; Or. Richard Foster,ldaho
State University; or. Dr. Bill Mech. Boise State .University.
.
Interested studonts should apply by April 6 to:
Diano Plastino
Deportment of Administration
125 Len B. Jordon Building
Boise, Idaho 83720
Applications must include. and selection will be based on: (1) res~me; i.e .•
gradepoint, honors. activities. and other qualifications;(2)an
essay outlining
reasons for applying; and, (3) leltors of recommendation. Students must also
indicate their preference for three specific positions from the list· below
(subject malter included) for placement. and are strongly urged to study the
detailed descriptions of these positions available from Dr. Bill Moch, or the
Coroer Services Offico. No application forms are provided.
Students will be informed of their selection by April 27.
POSITIONS
Commission on tha Arts: planning; Corroctions: i2 positions) filing and
records;
accredidation;
Educe-tion:
teacher
instruction;
Employmont:
library
guide; Health and Walfare: (8 positions)
developmental disabilities; recreation for handicapped - Idaho Falls;
developmental disabilities - Coeur d'Alene; foster homes - Idaho Falls;
welfare program - Lewiston; substance abuse - Lewiston; ,therapeutic
recreation; Youth Rehabilitation Act. Industrial Commission: budgeting;'
Idaho State Library: Governor's research; Law Enforcamant: training;
Offica on Aging: nutrition education; Parks and Recreation: (5 positions)
water trails; planning manual; 1% impact; snowmobile trails; conservation
fund - Coeur d·Alene.
"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"

Showing

IDAHO SCENES & WIi.DLlFE
Thurs. Feb 15r 4:30 to 6:00pm
Tim Crawford has photoillustrated the .books "HOT
TUBS" and "FREEBEACHES"
Free refreshments

and wine

will be' served.

999 main st.

WA

~
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D FOR PUBLICATION
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creative calendarpics
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• funky features items
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Patrick Cox: Life In

. didn't like him hanging around the
shop stifling
union conversation.
For months, they continued this
game.
Most missed the balloon
entirely and the few butts that hit
bounced Ineffectually off. One day
however, after.pulling a 1stdrag, a
talented young mechanic flipped
his glowing ember at the freshly
several friends of. mine work for
filled balloon and scored a direct
Toyota of Columbus in Ohio. The
hit.
TIle balloon expioded with
maintenance
and repair depart-.
such resounding enthusiasm that
mentis sizable and most of the two ' when the echoing
finally
died
dozen mechanics that WQrk there
down, It was followed only by an
stay around the garage during
extended shocked silence. .No one
lunch.
To add drama to' their
expected an explosion
of such
dreary blue collar lives, one of the
magnitude.
Part of the reason for
mechanics would fill a balloon with
the silence In the wake of the
oxy-acetylene gas from a welding
explosion was that no one could
rig and attach it to, a chair In the
hearover the ringing in their ears.
middle of the garage. AbOut half
Nevertheless,
a few upper lips
the mechanics smoked and
they
curled back in pleasure
the
finished
their
cigarettes,
each
group walked back to their work
would flick the burning butts at
areas.
the balloon.
Of course, the shop
Of course,
everyone
in the
supervisor stayed out of the gabuilding and quite a few around It
rage. He wouldn't have permitted
.heard the bang and soon the shop
such foolishness, but he belonged
supervisor carne in running.
He
to management
and the union
looked around for some signs of.-

as

as

.disaster. He saw none and looked
around for some evidence of the
perpetrator
and means of the
practical joke. He saw none of that
either. As a matter of faq, no one
found any part of the balloon that
held the oxy-acetylene.
It then occurred to him to ask
what happened.
Nobody was
willlna to IOSAhlalob or leopardlze
anyone else's so the silence continued, except for the comment
'backfire'
that was so obviously
absurd that lt was Ignored.
The
supervisor shouted questions at a
few men that he considered trustworthy, but even they wouldn't
budge.
Finally, he scanned ttie
room slowly with accusing eyes,
turned his back and fumed out.

I was going to 'write a column
about those stupid campaign flyers that deface our campus at the
present, but I just couldn't waste
anybody's time pointing out the
ludicrousness of such meaningless
flaunting
of candidate
names.
Besides that, I'm paid by the inch.
I mean after all, if I was to write

Balloon

.8

new really worth saying .
yvrlting a column is like flicking
cigarette butts at an oxy-acetylene
balloon. Sometimes you hit, most
of the time you don't.@

another column about the irrelevant no-issue politics. that laughIngly supports a super-pavilion at
the same time the 1% Initiative Is
going into effect, nobody would
read me when I had something

CONTINUEO!FROM
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get an A In advanced calculus if
_ the student
should
be taking
algebra. Also, Sugiyama stressed,
, "We've'drummed
Into our tutors'
heads that they don't do the
students'
homework for them."
The student receives an unsatisfactory mark on his/her tutorial
record if s/he Indicates little or no
preparation or fails to show up for
the session. Three unsatisfactory
marks eliminate
the student's
drop-In privileges for the remainder of the semester.
The tutors also have certain
requirements to fill. Each must be
certified by the department offerIng the course, to have earned at
least a S for that course, must
maintain acumulativegrade
point
. average, must be able to devote
sufficient time for tutoring, and
must be able to communicate the
subject matter,
Prospective tutors go through a
training session, meet liaison professors and get together with
people from the BSU Counseling
Center. They are helped in listening effectively
to students and
helping them improve deficient

study skills.
last fall, student
tutors and liaison professors got to
know each other at a camping
retreat. This has helped the tutors
approach their liaison professors
and ask for help with educational
techniques
and brushing
up on
skills they haven't used for awhile.
In return, the professors are more
eager to refer a struggling student
to tutors they know both professionally and personally.
"We couldn't do It without the
quality of people we have working
as tutors," Sugiyama stressed.
"There are so few problems with
lateness or absence. They are
conscientious
and considerate."
Easter added, "If it weren't for
the support we've gotten from the
faculty, we wouldn't
be In existence .... The Career and Financial
services
department
has been
very helpful in funding the many
tutors
we have . who are on
work-study."
The ASS, Easter
said,
has also supported
the .
center. This year it allocated the
center $1300, of which $46 is left
for the rest of the semester.

roundtrlpo
You've heard a I?t about fares to Europe, but none of
em
cOd!TIpare
WIththe one you've just found.
L Ice an Ie. s .14-45day APEX fare from Chicago to
.
~d~~~~~~bsJust ~29d5roundtrip. Tickets must be booked
No we k d ayhsm a vance. Fare subject-to change.
e,en sure arge.
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it
atheerwar
s and exce IIent fri endly service 'all the way across
Atlantic,
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Euro~e'll take you ~oLll?,embourg, right in the heart of
almoft ,,tifhfeEreyou p be Just hours away by train or car from
0
urope s most famous landmarks.
Seats are limited, so don't
waste any more time hunting
You've already found the
'
best bargain of them all.
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ACADEMIC
In addition to the workshops, BSU, DepSl'An eight week course on guiding the sexual
tment of Physics, Engineering and Physical
,development of foster' children will begin
SCience will sponsor' a recorded phone
Feb. 15 from 7:30 to 9:30 pm In the I:lolse message beginning Feb. 9 so the public can
State University Staff Development Center
receive froo Information about the eclipse,
601 Reserve Street; Boise. Susan Lavelle:
BSU's open telescope sesslons, and other
BSU Foster Parent TralnlQg director for the
astronomical events: 385-3775.
BSU Title XX Training Grant, will Instruct . '
the course which will be offered tree: of
Students and friends of BoieD State
charge. Those enrolled In the class may earn
University are Invltsd 'to the Francis
one academic credllfrom BSU. Tuition costs
SChooffer film series beginning Thursdav.
will be paid by the training grant, and
Feb. 22 at 8:00 pm, In the Nez Perce Room
babysitting costs Incurred while attending
01 the Stuaent Union tllag. "How Should' .
the class wllJ be reimbursed. For further
We then Live?" Is an analysis of western
information aboutthe course, call the Staff
man's development and future direction by
Development Center, 384-3127.
a foremost theologian and philosopher of
our day. Donations will be accepted for film
rental. Remaining dates In the series:
The Nursing Department and the BSU
March 1, 8, 15, 22.
SChool of Allied Health SCiences are
sponsoring a Nurse Careere Night, February
15, 7:30-9:30 prn, In room 153 of the
SCience-Education BUilding. Information
about several nursing careers will be
ASBSU
provided, as well as a tour of the nursing
prectlce laboratory. For further Information,
. Absentee voting for ASB Primary Elections
contact the Department of Nursing at
will be conducted In the Student Activities
385-3907.
Office, second floorof the SUB, on Fobruary
16, between 8:30 AM and 4:30 PM. " you
ETCETERA
won't be on campus to vote In the regUlar
/
elections
on February 21 and 22, this Is your
Eckankar International Student Society,
opportunity to participate In the future of
on Tuesday Feb. 20th, will have a meeting
your student union.
on "The Ancient Teachings of the Masters"
at 8pm, Teton Room SUB. There will be a
film, "Eckankar, a Way of Life."
Child's Future Inc. announces tho sponsorship oflho USDA Child Care Food Program.
Meals will be mado available to enrolled
children at no separate charge without
regard to race, color, or national origin.
Bolsa State University will sponsor two free
workshops to help Inform the public about
the coming Feb. 26 solar eclipse and how to'
view /I. The lectures will run Feb. 20 In
SCience106and Feb. 21 In Education 112 on
the BSU campus. Both evenings Joel Siagg
and BSU astronomer John Allen will lead an
Illustrated presentation of the eclipse.
beginning at 7:30 pm. Then at 8:45 pm they
will conduct a workshop on how to safely
:"ew and photograph the event.

ORGANIZATIONS
A history honorary society, Phi Alpha
Theta, will hold Its first orqanlzatlonal
meeting at BSU Wednesday, February 21 at
2:00 p.rn. In the Senate Chambers (second
floor of the SUB). You need not be a history
major to Join, but must have at least 15
history credits completed or In progress.
Applications for memoeramp can oe PiCKed
up at the history department, QDCOnd
floor of
the library. Further questions? Call any of
the officers:' Marta:
33&-5215, Wilma:
344-6883, Tom:
.343-?008, or Lura:
385-3587.
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Senate Snafu Couses
Recreation Bo rd Loss
. atlon." Vaughn said ASB treasurby Melody Chord
erCMs Hansen had."pretty much
Communication lapses between
assured" him of the funds, so he
the BSU Recreation Board and the
had already distributed .them.
student senate have resulted in
The BSUaviation club, Alpha Eta'
the board receiving only $9OOofthe
Rho, requested $800 to· attend
$1500 purportedly held out of the
avational flying competition. The
ASB reserve budget for' them to
recreation board had been charged
fund Intrarnurals and club sports.
with not recognizing Alpha Eta
"By getting $900 instead of $1500,
Rho as an outdoor recreation
pulling back money already allocated, money already spent In- group, though ~lt could not be
determined who originally ,made
many cases, we will have to- get
the accusation.'
back $100 from each sports Club,"
Senator J,D. Finley spoke for
exp,lalnedRoss Vaughn, director
of the board. "That will be a several, of the senators whim he
stated, "Because the recreation
problem for ciuos, such as tM
Board denied requests for' addibowling club, which has already
by Alpha Eta Rho,
spent all of its money.' Maybe ·tlonalfunds
they had not appropriated money
we'll have to pull some of .the
correctly. (The board) had set up
money from the lntrarnurals protwo budgets, one with the $1500
gmri1s, but they are running on a
and one without. If (the senate)
bone-dry budget now."
did give (the board) the money, .
they would have allocated it to the
Confusion filled the senate chamexisting ,groups, with no money
bers January 21 when the motion
was first made to allocate the being set aside for special Interest
groups, In light of that, and the.
$1500 to the Recreation Board.
budget sltuatlon, we need to put
The senate had been directed by
restraints on additional money
the ASB judiciary last October to
where fit."
.
allocate the $1500 toward "recre-

Some senators were confused as
to why they were dealing with the
matter. "The senate should have
made a stand as to whether the
Recreation BOard would have full
jurisdiction over the fees paid for
recreation, or Whether the senate
is going to determine how part of
that money is to be spent," replied
Paul Klott as an explanation for
his abstention.
Still others felt "There are better
ways to spend the $1500 than
giving It to the recreation board,"
as' did· senator Richard Trevino.
The motion to allocate the $1500
failed 6-5-2: Alpha Eta Rho was
allocated $600 of the $800 they
requested. One week later, the
senate docked the $600 from the
recreation board's allocation and
approved the $900.
.
CONTINUED
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Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus
Rick

Pat
Choose From

Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry.
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

m~

Jewelers

1207 Broadway 2 Blocks South _of Bronco Stadiu!J1

Art Supply
IDAMOVS LAIf\GEST
DEALER
Featuring MaJ@i'Dronnds:
Grumbacher
Winsor Newton

Crescent Cardboard
Koh-i-Noor

Permanent Pigments
F Weber

Strathmore
Chart Pok

Sculpture House

Liquitex

Bienfang

Bee Paper

Speedbcll

Pickett

X-Acto

Ulano

Testrite
Eberhard Faber
D'arches

~·W-Faber
Pentalic
Osmiroid

820 W.J~on345-2564

' Mon-Sat9~5:30
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Here comes the Beqr with the first lido it
.yourself" pzzcoroundt Now you can
,
design your own pizza by using anyone
or (if you feel adventurous) all 19 .:
deliCiously different toppings .. Or, if you're
stuck on one of our "All Ilrne Favorites,"
they're still here. .so, come on into the
GriZZly Bear and DOn yourself!
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1-30-79
The EPA uses aerial photography to
monitor Industrial pollution, often without
the knowledgo of the companies Involved.
Heredity and environment both appeai to
be Implicated In the high blood pressure
among U.S. blacks.
1-29-79
An MIT biologist has published a s-year
study shoWing many unnecessary radical
mastectomies stili being performed.
1-28-79
Widows of coalmlners who died In a
disaster possibly related to company negllgInce won an appellate overruling or lower
court gag order of evidence. At stake Is $60
million against Blue Dismond Coal Co.
1-27-79
A patent wes Issued on a solar heat engine,
which Is valveless and operates at a
temperature differential of loss than three
degrees Centigrade. Its developer sees
excellent commercial use for It especially In
air conditioning by using the remperature
gradient between air and water on a hot day.
1-26-79
The FCC approved a new satellite linkage
of 192 public radio statlons
which will
significantly Improve their prOlJrammlng.
After ·next year the stations will be able to
produce olve Congressional debates, concerts, etc.

, The Washington post

urged the HEW to take up funding for a
health study of workers at the nuclear
reactor at Hanford, Wash. The Atomic
Energy Commission had been funding the
study until 1976 when It found the results'
might not be favorable.
1-30-79
The Ford Foundation has only one third of
lhe capital assets ($2.2 billion) It had In Its
prime. Many of Its social spandlng programs
have been superseded by the Federal
government.
'
t-26-79 ,
Big' 011 companies led the list of high
earning Industries last quarter. This Is
attributed to Increased demand and tlghtenIngof supply due to the Iranian situation.
The EPAsald 80% of the cars made since
'71 aro Illegally polluting because of
Ineptitude and malfeasance. The cars all
pollute loss than older models.
The head of California's Air Resources
Board said the state would assist GM In
every way to meet the stiff 1980 requirements on diesel car pollution.
'.
1-25-79
A cow died In Wisconsin at the age of 39,
equivalent
to 234 hum~ years.
'the W~II Street Jourt181
2-8-79
The nuclear plant supply business Is tight:
nuclear plant construction has virtually
halted.
EIec1rlcal demand

1-31-79
3 unions and 10"}1vlronmental groups have

has not

grown

as

.utunlea had expileted' relieving pressures
for new generating plants.
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Congress'lnfroduce$

Student Right-To-Work law
(CPS) Washington is now the
scenaot one battle over student
membership in unions are gearing
up for battle and, emboldened by
what they see as a newly-censervative electorate, will try to push
Congress to action this year.
The idea has' been around for
several' years, promoted by supporters of rlght-to-:work laws. The
concept, or course, hasbeer1 a
. hlghly-rontroverslal Issue on the
national. political scene since the
fifties, but students as such were
not centrally Involved.
But now a bill has been lntrodueed in Congress that would
exempt full-time students (including high-school and vocationalschool students) from mandatory
union membership, and would
prohibit discrimination against
those who chose not, to join
voluntarily.
Jonathan
Petochowski,
a
George Washington University
student feels that having to join a
union In order to get work is
unfair, and wants to see that
students will be hired solely for
their' ability to do the job.
Joe Connelly teaches political
science at Eastern Illinois University, and disagrees: He fears that
unions' would be jeopardized by
"free rides," students who were
workers, not in the union but
receiving all benefits of membership like others on the job.
According to organizers, many
studerits pay large amounts in

union dues, even for short hours
during summer vacation. A1977
Roper poll found that 78 percent of
the nation's 18-to-:29 year olds
oppose mandatory union memberships. .
Legislation endorsing non-cornpul
sory union membership was first
Introduced in 1977, co-sponsored

by 18 Congressmen. Although
proponents now claim a broad
base of support, it is largely made
up, of cOnservatives, lncludinq
Young Republicans.
They do,
however, plan an elaborate campus campaign aimed at rriarshalling support for right-ta-work laws
that include students.
@
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Wright Poetry Readings
The third reading In a year-long series honoring
the late Chrales David Wright, poet and professor
of English at BSU, will teaturs poets Jim Heynen
and Carol Bangs, Thursday, Feb. 15, In the SUB
Lookout Room. Both readings will begin at 8 p.m.

Foster Parent Classes
An eight week Oolse course on guiding sexual
development of foster children and spring foster
parent training sessions In the Caldwell area will
both begin February 15. For further Information,
contact Susan Lavelle, BSU Foster Parent
Tr.alnlng director at 3127.

Los Angeles Artists Exhibit
A tWo-part exhibit of works of contemporary
women artists, "Nine From Los Angeles," will bo
on display In tha BSU Gallery Feb. 12· March 29.
Hours at the Gallery are 9:30 a.m, to 4:30 p.m.

Solar Eclipse Workshop
BSU will sponsor two free workshops to help
Inform the public about the coming Feb. 26 solar
eclipse and how to view It. The lectures will be
Feb. 20 In SCience 100 and Feb. 21 In Education
112. Telephone 385-3n5 after 5 p.m, for
Informatloni,tbout
the eclipse, BSU's open
telescope sessions, 'and other astronomical events.

Announcements
BSU announcements will be printed In the
Arbiter on a weekly basis to Inform students;
faculty and staff about Important dates and
events. Departments or individuals who would
like to submit meterlal for the column should
submit It to tha Information Services office, Ad
123, 385-1562, before Thursday of each week.

Last Day
Friday, Feb. 161s the last day to file applications
with the Reglstrar'sllfflce for baccalaureate, two
year or less degrees, diplomas and certltlcates for
May graduation, as well as the last day to file
with departments for, admtaslon tocandldacy and
graduation for masters' degrees for May graduation.

,.
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George's Holiday
BSU will be closed to obsorve George Washing·
ton's Birthday holiday, Monday, Feb. 19.

Insurance Explanation·
A representative

from Continental
Life &
Accident Co. will be on campus Friday, Feb. 16,
to discuss the new supplemental life Insurance
program for Idaho employees In the Noz Perce
Room of the SUB at 11:30 a.m.

Language Colloquium
The Foreign Language Colloquium continues
Feb. 15 with Dr. John Robertson, professor of
French, speaking on"Le desert de I'amour" by
Francois Maurlac In the Teton Room of the SUB
at 4 p.m.

Nursing Careers
Learn the variety of careers available In
professional nursing at Nurse Careers Night,
Feb. 15 from, 7:30 to 9:30 p.rn, In the- SCience
Edur.Atlon building, room 153.

Faculty Artists Perform
John H. Best, cellist, and Catherine and Wllbor
Elliott, mezzo and tenor, will perform In a Faculty
Artist recital Feb. 16 at 8:15 p.rn, in the Special
Events Conter. Tickets will be available at the
door: adults, $2: students, $1: BSU personnel and
senior citizens, free.

Notice to All BSUEmployees
The State Board of Education Is now advertising
and holding public hearings on Its emended and
new procedures regarding emplOYment status
and reduction In force. The hearing In Boise Is
scheduled for March 1 at 1:30 p.m. In the SUB.
Complete copies of the proposed re;!ulatlons are
on file at the Reference Desk In the BSU Library
fqr the Information of all employees. The S\i:lte.
Board ,will take final action at' the March '1-2
meeting.

. Information for this.space is provided by the, Office of
Information Services, Ad. ,Bldg., 'R'm123., or phone 385-1562
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Vaughn said he had heard nothIng from Alpha Eta Rho concerningthe $800 they were requesting
until senator Joy Mclean, the rae
Board's liaison, informed him of
the situation after the club' had
gotten the funds.
Vaughn stated, "Mr. Bill Jones
carne before the recreation board
at their budget meeting In Sept. ember with a letter from Alpha Eta
Rho. In the letter, Alpha Eta Rho
. stated that they were an active
group on campus, they were not
requesting any funds, but wanted
the recreation board to be aware of

...-------1em and recognize them as all
organization. "He added that If
Alpha Eta Rho had come befor
them, they would have been
considered. as any other sports
club. "It's like a new organization
who's coming in- and asking the
senate for money; they look at It
and say it sounds good, and fund it
. without looking at the whole
picture, how it's affecting all of the
organizations."
,
A spokesman for Alpha Eta Rho
confirmed that they. had .not approached the recreation board for
. funding, nor were they directed to
approach the board by.the senate.
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(CCRS) The u.s. Postal Service
is questioning the legality ot a
pyramidal-based letter being sold
across the country which promises
to turn a !1oo investment Into
1100,000 within a relatively short
. period of time.
_
The existence of the "Circle of
Gold", which surfaced last September in California's Marin Coun.ty north of San Francisco, has
been reported by CCRS participants from Ql/ifornla. to MississippI.
For an Investment of $100 the
buyer gets a list of 12 names. The
seller keeps $50 and sends $50 to
the person at the top of the list,
scatchlng off that person's name
and adding his own at the bottom.
The buyer Is then supposed to
sell two copies of the list within 24
hours, getting his $100 back. If
. the chain remains unbroken, the
buyer's name will eventually reach
the top of 2,048 lists, and if sent
the $50 for being at the top of each
list, he may net $102,400.
Proponents of the letter say It is
legal. because it is being passes
hand-to-hand and not through the
malls. Not so, says San Francisco
Postal Inspector R. L...schlueter,
who 'is presently gathering evidence to take to the U.S. District
Attorney.
He says the Postal
Service has definite evidence of

the malis being used to further the
chain, but will havea difficult time
prosecuting because "it's difficult
to protect people against ·themselves."
Schleuter ·says there are two
primary vlolatloris Involved in the
"Circle of Gold."
First, the letter may constitute
mail fraud because it ls an
"endless chain distribution promoting a product," he explains.
"There are many Inherent misrepresentations in the letter," claims
SChleuter. "The '>erSOn representing the .Ietter cc. mot say how
many people are left 'n the world
to participate or If the namason
the lists are indeed legitimate."
second, lottery statutes may
also be violated, according to
SChleuter. He says the letter has
all the elements of a lotterychance, prize ($100,000) and consideration (fnvestment)-and sending totter-related material through
the mall is prohibited. He feels
the mailing of $50 to the person at
the top of the list would, therefore,
constitute a lottery-law violation.
He saysthe reason this particular letter has flourished is because
of its "spiritual overtones."
Rumors about the· origin of the
letter vary-it has been attributed
to different churches and rE::lIglous
groups.
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hoin letters
The people involved all talk
about the "high energy" transferred, but they all hope to make
some bucks along with it.
@
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(CPS) If you want to do well on a
test, maybe you should take it
while listening to music.
Dr. B. Everard Blanchard to
Chicago's DePaul University says
that students who listen to muslc
while filling out thelr.testbooks
generally are less anxious and get
higher grades than those who
don't have music in their classrooms.
According to Zodiac News
Service, Blanchard divided 254
DePaul students with similar aca-

9

demic skills into three groups .. He
gave them all an exam, but had
.one group labor in silence while
another group listened to classical
music, and a third group heard
rock music.
The two groups listening to
music, it turned out, had lower
blood pressure and pulse rates
during the test than the students
who didn't hear music. They also
ended up with higher grades on
the test.
@
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Perhaps the most Insulting' and
frustrating par:t of dealing with the
ASBSU government Is the lack of
responsibility shown toward the
general· student body at BSU. Ii.
perfect example of this lrresponslblllty
can be seen In the
ASBSU's dealings with the University Arbiter. Pressured by the
'n-'78 senate and Judiciary to
"get It's house In order," members-of the VA staff, along with
many other people, spent long
hours of work throughout the '78
summer vacation period to put
together a constitution which was
presented to the ASBSU senate on'
August 1. On September 29, the
constitution was unanimously approved by the student senate; Hie
BSUCNS, the University Arbiter's
parent organization, became an
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Independent organization. A short
time later a contract was signed by
the principles Involved and approximately ·34,000 of ASBSU
dollars' passed Into the BSUCNS
.account.
'
As a means of control over those
34 thousands, there Is to' he
established, In accordance with
'the approved BSUCNS constitution, a publications advisory board
. consisting of students, faculty and
administrative
members" and a
pr-ofessional
Journalist.
The
BSUCNS Is to be fiscally responsible tothis board on a direct basis
and through this board ,to the
· students whose $34,000 Is being
·spent.
It is the responsibillty- of the
personnel selection committee of
the ASBSU, under the direction of
ASBSU President Rob Perez, to
advertise for, Interview, and present students to' the senate for
., approval to· fill those student
positions. Although the UA edltor- has appealed to the ASBSU
President
Innumerable
times
beginning last September-befor~
'.the constitution
was even' approved, to the ASBSU Vicepresident, and to the head of the
personnel selection committee for
appropriate action to take place,
establishing this advisory board,
to date NOTHING HAS BEEN
· DONE. The closest move made so

u,A. was Initially called Into
account, In great part, because of
irresponsible financial rnenaqement. Because of irresponsablllty on
the part of the ASBSU leaders, all
that stands between a $34,000
Tijuana trip and the U.8. editor Is
her personal Integrity. The charge,
fairly laid, falls on Rob Perez for
what is either his inability or his
unWillingness
to appropriate
manage ASBSU personnel. The
U.A. case Is not alone, nor Is It the
first case where Personnel SelectIon Committee Chairman WilkinRefusing to participate In such a
son has failed to perform. It Is an
process, . the U.A. editor,
In
open secret throughout the whole
president Perez' office, worked
of student government, InclUding
with personnel selection head Klrt
among his own committee memWilkinson to set up a fair, unbiasbers, thatIt takes literally months
ed process of selecting students
for any action to come from
for the board.
The process
Wilkinson. (Ask any senator about
consisted of 1) advertising for the
filling a senate seat or a Judicial
positions through· the student
post.) Wilkinson should be immediately fired; If service a.....
ards
newspaper and 2) notifying, by
are
granted
on
the
basis
of
service,
letter, the top candidates for
previously filled positions, (as he should be made to repay the
money he has. received, A new
determined Dy the Whole personel
personnel selection board chalrselection committee), of the need
to fill the board positions, advising , man should be appointed with an
Immediate priority to Interview
them of the accompanying responand recommend students as memsibilities, and Inviting' them to
bers of the publications advisory
apply for the. job. A tentative
board. That Is theleast responsinterview meeting was scheduled
Ible action that can now be taken
for Feb. 13, then some two weeks
by the ASBSU leadership on
away.
NOTHING HAPPENED.
behalf of the BSU student body.
No letter was sent; no advertising
was done. About mid-way through
Even this action doesn'tsolve the
the. waiting time, the U.A. editor
problems that have already been
advised Perezthat nothing had yet
created. Aocordlng to the BSUCNS
been done. The day prior to. the
constitution, 'the editor. of the
supposed meeting, Perez was
ARBITER "shall" consult with the
again notified that nothing' had
advisory
board when drawing up
been done.'
.
annual budgets. The budget deadThe Irony lies In the fact that the
line for this year Is February 23.
far came from the head of the
personnel setectlon committee
who, pressured by the U.A. editor,
hand-picked some. students from
senate and judicial applicants end
then attempted to pass them off as
candidates for the advisory board.
Not one of those hand-picked
persons had applied for the Position nor did they know why they
were being called Into the Interview session .. Persons who had
applied for the position were not
even called In to be Interviewed.
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and no board exists with which to
consult. What, then, Is. the legal
basis for the U.A. 's submission of
a budget request? And who Is
responsible for that basis? What
action can be taken, will be taken,
by either the U.A. or by the
ASBSU? Where Is that Valium?
The ASBSU .leadershlp's
Irres. ponslbllity to the students of BSU
In not responding to repeated,
reasonable requests Is both frustrating and Insulting. It Is frustratIng students who take their jobs
seriously
and who conscientiously work to bring about better
student government. It Is inSUlting
to every member of the BSU
student body who entrusted their
welfare In matters of student
gov~nment to their elected "representatives."
"
This irresponsibility should cause
BSU students to think seriously
about voting In the forthcoming
ASBSU elections. It Is time to get
someone into, office who will
respond to students needs, either
by re-orderlng presidential priorities or by re-organlzlng the ASBSU
governmental structure. Roll-call
voting, voting for someone just
because you recognize the name,
only perpetuates the existing system-a system we created-and can
change.
•
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what they were doing. Their Idea ' the services could be connected
of a student did not give them a
with their studies. There could be
sense of dignity or pride or
more programs 9f cooperative
importance.
I began to see that
education, In which students work·
there is a very common malaise
and learn at the same time.
that afflicts students and makes
them want to join the real world.
Dr. Beverly Palgen, for example,
an environmental
researcher In
Parents, teachers and other
Buffalo,
complied a series of
older people say that your student
tests for monitoring the pollution
years are the best years of your
of Iccalstrearns.·
The simplest
life, but it often doesn't feel that
tests
can
be
done
by
jr.
high school
way.
Students are constantly
students in general science Classpreparing tor the 'future.
Their
es, and the most complex are at
task Is to be constantly preparing
for the future. Their task is to be the graduate level. Public Interest
oriented inwards toward their own . Research Groups, . inspired by
Ralph Nader, are functioning on
development.
Chronologically
My. grandfather's
idea of a
they are adults, but the social role dozens of campuses. TIiey usually
student came from the European
focus on consumer Issues and are
they are given feels childish.
Jewish community into which he
otten connected. with academic
Other adultsare doing useful jobs,
was born. A young man's highest
courses, Nader argues that stuand the society recognizes this by
aspiration was to be a biblical
dents have the resources, time and
paying them. Students feel like
scholar. If a person had a talent
energy to pursue public-Interest
parasites, for they are using up
. for scholarship, the community
tasks that are neglected elsewhere
money and resources. While prowould honor him and do Its best to
in our soclelty. Many universities
ducing
nothing
tangible.
Thousupport him. There was a general
have volunteer
programs that
sands of high school and college
feeling that he was making an
enrich academic learning.
Jonastudents
drop
out
of
school
to
important contribution to the s0cthon Kozol Is organizing a national
enter the armed services or take
Ial order.
He would have a
student-based campaign against
low-level dead-end jobs.
Their
minimum of worldly cares like
illiteracy.
.
parents are astonished that they
These trends contain the begincarrying groceries.
But I was
can ,abandon education and its
nings of a new and better concept
growing up in secular America,
promises of better employment In
of being a student.
It Is very
the future.
But these young
and those Ideas had little reledifferent from my grandfather'S
people are tired of waiting; they
vance to' me.
Idea, but there Is one critical
want to feel and live like adults.
Similarity.. Both concepts vl~W the
, I was amused at my grandBeing a student could be differstudent as performing Impbrtant
fathers discomfort with my shopent. It could mean doing useful
adult tasks in society. If this Idea
ping. Carrying groceries didn't
and productive work as well as
I)f the student can become domihurt my pride' or self-Image. But
preparing
for the fUture and
nant In our edueatlonalsystem,
if
as the years passed and Ibecame a
developing one's potential. more
we can bring the ~emlc
world
teacher, I otten thought of his
students could be doing research
closer-to
the problems of the.
concept of what It meant to be' Ii
about pollution, local politics, and
"outside"
world,. students will
student. I saw that many of rnY
community problems. They could
begin to make Important contribUown students were troUbled, U"" .
be performing Important aeivloes
tlons.· Students will learn and feel
o:taln about who they were and for old people and children, and
better.
.
My grandparents were very old
when I was a graduate student
and I did their shopping for them.'
I was happy to be able to help,and
it provided me with a regUlar
occasion to listen to my grandmother's stories about the world of
her youth,
My grandfather,
however, was unhappy about me
going to the store and carrying the
groceries home. He had an Old
World Idea of what it meant to be a
student. it seemed unfitting and
undignified to him for a student to
be carrying packages through the
streets.
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WELL,'MEN"' COME~, IN,
MR~.N'XON,A~K "1M IF "En N

~o,
ME AT rUE WUITE IIOUe,S FOR A

OUTRIDER
by Garry Wills

~TATE DINNaR ~oNORINe,VI'S
PREMIER TEN6 ~lAO·PIN6111

Hearst Bleeding' Hearts

~.
I'd love to see Patty Hearst leave right-wing, Catholic familY, and
jail. I'm glad to see anyone leave many of her defenders ware most
jall except the computsrveiy VIOof those things.
'
lent. Jails are the most expensive
of our public Items. We pay (a
I reject that argument because
great deal) for our own affl!c;1ion, many of her defenders are not
sending too many to those gradumost of those things (though all I
ate schools in advanced law-breakhave heard from are some of
, them). I think the failure Is one of
ing.
syrr:pathy~an omission of larger
BUT ONE THING PUZZLES
benevolence, not an act of positive
ME ABOUT THE Free Patty
malevolence.
Readers cf the
Hearst effort. It was led, by and
sympathetic press found it easy to
large, by "hard-liners," who norIdentify with "Patty"-but
not
rnallyllke sending people off to
with Angela. This is one of those
jall, who think only bleeding
many ways we are, as the Kerner
hearts can plead social conditionCommission said, two nations.
ing as a factor in crime.
Indeed, so bleeding did these
hearts become that they elaoorated a "liberation thGOlogy" for the
oppressed rlch, 'We were told that
Ms. Hearst would not have been
, treated so severely if she had not "
been born with the stigma of
wealtn.. She was vIctimized by her
ancestral ghetto, San Simeon. She
was, in her way, a political
prisoner-Angela Davis in a photographic negative.
One meets here the real ideological blindness of Americans-the
kind that can make the "plight of
the middle class" inore heartrending than the wretchedness of total
poverty.
Ms. Hearst-with the
best legal counsel available, a
sympathetic press, confinement In ,.
a tennis court jail, courting her
bodyguard (like the daughter of
our ex-presldentj-Is considered a
political prisoner by thO-58who
deny that status to blaclt.sbeaten,
tried hugger-mugger, and, given
maximum sentences In hell-hole
prisons.

The obvious truth that people
are shaped by their surroundings_
"comes home" In the case of a
white college student, one who
mlght~lve or take a few milllonbe "our" daughter. Blacks rightly
noticed the same thing when the
1968 convention In Chicago made
some middle-class white reporters
realize, at last, that cops were
beating up on "our kids."

,
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But this soclety has been beatIng and col1flnlng and misshaping
"our children". for years, behind
those black masks that disguIse
our essential solidarity. The same
people who say "Patty"
was
brainwashed In a week or two tell
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us that blacks, sunk in mines of
spirit from birth, must show
individual moral fiber to deserve
release from their bonds. '
Free Patty? Yes. Her parents'
grief has touched us all. Butwhat
of the thousands of Pattys, .with

Pick Your Favoritel
.

¥$UMiq

.

.

equally grieving parents, 'we tend
to "help" by sinking themfrorn
one hellish gbetto down to ever
deeper ones,' behind bars?
It
sheuld be the sacred task of our
society to free all our Pattys-and
ourseIVes.@
.

,

We are told we should fQrgive

,Ms. Hearst (and I gladly WOUld,if
that were not presumptuous of .
me) because she was conditioned
by harsh confinement, by a din of
angry resentments, by social pressure from everyone around her.
True.
Yet she was mature,
college-educated, with hope In the
resourcesof her family, at the time
of her capture.' Contrast that
situation with a poor black youth in
the ghetto-no prior education to
help, him, no future dream of a
rescuin papa, no knowledge of any
environment but his harsh one.
He was born Into the circle of his
captors. , .He has never been
outside it. For him there is no
outside, no alternative, just earning respect from the angry by his
angers.
Yet those who weep for Patty,
briefly exposed and with many
weaponsof resistance, tell us it is
soft-headed to think conditioning
affects the guilt of those given
total exposure to such conditioning
with no contelvalilng resources.
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How could people be so hard on
the young victims of our society,
dally suffered by the thousands,
,and respond so tearfully to one
brleftlme of suffering In the life of
You love
a poor,lIttle rich girl? 'One answer
would be consplratorlal,
and
would be wrong. Ms. Hearst Is
the daughter of
whlt.e, rich,: ,IL~-..,.,.;-_-..,.
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M",ontono Ieoms

time this season, hosting Montana,
The Boise State Men's basketball
Friday, Feb 16 and Montana State,
team lost a crulclal conference
saturday, Feb. 17. Both games tip
game to ISU, 98-87, last Thursday.
off at 8 pm in Bronco Gym.
Carl PoweWs 40 point, 30 for 31,
Both Montana and MontanaState
effort and ISU's 37 point contribuare seeking post-season playoff
tion from Lawrence Butler, highspots. jheretore this is a extremelighted the game.
Iy Important weekend for these
The Broncos shot a respectable
two tearns as they play BSU and
52% for the game, but ISU shot an
Idaho State.
incredible 65% from the floor,
The Grizzlies, 13-10 overall and
44% in the first half.
6-5 ln league play. are coached by
Four Broncos reached. double
first year Coach Mike Montfigues in, scoring. In addition to
gomery. Montgomery, a former
Powell's performance, Mike Mundee had 14 points,
McKenna . BSU assistant to Bus Connor, has
contributed 12 points and Dave one of the nation's top defensive
clubs In Montana. The Grizzlies
Richardson canned 10 points.
are giving up only 57.4 points a
Five Bengals were in the double
game.
"
figure scoring column. for ISU.
Montana is led by senior forward
Although the loss didn't kill
Allan Nielsen and junior center
Boise State's chancesfor a playoff
John Stroeder. Both are scoring
berth,. It certainly dampened the
13.3 points a game. Both were
possibility of a post seasonappear~nd
team aJl-conference seleoance by the Broncos.
ttons last season. .
"Mathematically,
we are not
Last month, the Grizzlies downed
eliminated from the conference
the Broncos in Missoula, 61-50
playoff race," BSU Basketball
Coach Bus Connor said. '~We are and the series between-the two
teams is knotted up at nine games
going to play as hard as we've
..
been playing and hope that some- apiece.
Montana State is 14-9 overall and
thing will break for us." '
5-8 in the conference.
Boise Stat~..i~ h..o~.!or.the final

sean
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leading offensive team In the Big

AlA Is an amateur wrestling·
The Boise State University
club which has one of the finest
wrestling team chalked up its third
wrestlers in the world on the team,
and fourth ~traight dual meet wins
last, week against Eastern Wash- . in John Peterson at 177 pounds,
Peterson won the gold medal in
ington and Northwest Nazarene
the 1.976 Olympic Garnes In Mont. College. The Broncos edged Eastreal.
'
_ern Washington on Wednesday
"This will be a very good
night 23-20 and dominaied NNC
learning experience for our team, "
on saturday, 36-6.
said Bronco Coach Mike, Young.
The Broncos will face Athletes
Young pointed out that anytime
in Action in an exhibition meet,
you wrestle people who have
,Wednesday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 p.rn,
in Bronco Gym.
competed- in world class cornoetl-

~::~;:g:::,:
At TUtah
State:
BFirst
k
ron C 0'S 'a e TW' 0

MSU In scoring with his 17.3,'
average. Joining Finberg In the
backcourt Is 5-10 Mick Durham~
Durham is averaging 10.2 points a
game.
Aniold McDoWell and Leroy
Moreno tearn up at the forward
spots. McDowell Is averaging ,14.8
points a game and Moreno Is
avpraglng 9.5 points.
senior Rod Smith is picking up
11.4 points aqarne at his center
spot .
The Bobcats downed BSU last
month In Bozeman, 87-75 and lead
the series 10-8.
Connor said he felt BSU's poorest
games of the season were last
,month In Montana and he said his
tearn wlli be trying to redeem Itself .
this weekend at home.
"Montana has a veteran frontline
but actually it was the guards that
hurt us in MIssOula. Montana
State has two of the best guards in
the league In Craig Finberg and
Mick Durham and we have great
respect for them" Connor said. '
Boise's KBOI Radio 670 AM'
broadcasts Bronco g~
with
Paul- J. Schneider' calling the
play-by-play.

,

"

The Boise State University l.ndoor
track team had another good
weekend of competition, particularly In the track events at the
Mark Haroldsen Invitational Meet
hosted by L!tah State University in

Logan.
Two .underclassmen,
sean Cafferty from

sophomore
Boise and
freshman Kenrick Carnerud from
Pocatello were winners for Boise
State.
Cafferty won the 55 meter high
hurdles In 7.5 Camerud won the
400 meters in 49.5, his personal
best. Camerud added a third place
In the long jump with a 21-V2
effort. He also ran a leg of the
second iplace mile relay tearn
which was, clocked In 3:24.4,' a
seasonal best for the quartet. Ken
sam ran the leadoff leo In 50.9.
followed by Gary Little's 54.4 leg,
Camerud's 49.4 split and George
Ragan's anchor leg of 50.3.
Sophomore Dave Steffens had a
personal best and set a BSLrlndoor
record In the 3,000 meters with a
@ , second place time of 8:41.5. That
converts to a 9:15 two-mile; one of
the top times In the 81g Sky this
Indoor season.
Other top performers by' the
Broncos Included Miles Hartlll's
52-1' throw In the shot put, good
for second place. Barry Boettcher
turned in his best indoor time of
the season In' the 1,500 meters.
Boettcher finished third In 3:57.5.
tlon you 'are bound to. learn
BSU's Tom Rothenberger had a
something.
4:04.5 and Gene Stone finished in
Former BSU Wrestler .and Big
'4:06 In the 1;500.'
,
Sky Champ Hector Cedillo at 118
Gary Little finished third behind
pounds, will take on the defending
Cafferty'S winning 55 meter high
Big Sky champ Mark Jordine In
hurdle effort, turning ina
7.8"
what..young cited "an even matchup."
••Mark and Hector have the same
styles and also the same physical
.bullds, which should make for a

t
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Men's basketball begins this
week - pick up schedules in G203.
Unless more participation
Is'
shown women's basketball will be
cancelled.
Only three teams.
signed up and we need mare.
Coed Instamural volleyball will
begin February 21st - pick up

,

,

time. He added a fifth place in the
500 meters with a 67.6.
George Ragan took fourth In the
400 meters behind Camerud's
winning effort. Ragan was clocked
in 50.6, his personal best.
In the 800 meters, Steve Collier
took second In 1:55.5. Thewlnnlng
'team was 1:55.1.
In the 55 meter dash, Marvin
Reid tied for second with Idaho
State's John Mwebi. Both were
clocked In 6.29.
In the triple jump, freshman Jim
Stevens of Meridian took second
with 45-2 3/.1 effort. The Broncos
were shutout in the high jump.
BSU Track Coach Ed Jacoby
named Kenrick Carnerud and
Dave Steffens as co-track athletes
of the week at BollJe State. .
'" was happy with the way we
held together even though we
were a little flat," Jacoby said
about the saturday performance.
"We Iiad an excellent week of
practice arid our track athletes ran .
very well. Marvin Reid did a good
. job for us and. Ken sam proved to
be a good leadoff man In the mile
relay," Jacoby said, "The jumpers were somewhat disappointing',
but that's not Indicative of what
they can do," he' said.
For the second Walght week
there was no' scoring but according to Jacoby's unofficial scoring,
the Broncos fared very well.
Boise .state competes in the
Human Race at the Idaho Kibbie
Dome tbls weekendThe Big Sky
Conference
Indoor championship
and District 7 meet will be held In
pocatello, Feb.' 24.

I·

rt

schedules in G203.
Intramural soccer is being offerer this spring. This will begin on
March 5th - ,with rosters due to
room G203 by Friday, February
23rd. Get your feet moving and get
a tearn together. For more Information call 385-1131.
@
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Montanans vs BSU
'Women' Featured

This Week
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at home will help us to play at our

best."
The Broncos added to their win
column over the weekend with a
decisive 79-~ victory over Portland State University. Sophomore
guard 5-7 LeAnne Nordahl from
Whitefish, MT.poured 26 points
through for her best game in two
years at Boise State.
Nordahl's 26 points are also the
highest scored by any Bronco this

13

Gymnasts
Travel

West

Kauppi Is ranked as follows, In
This week the Bronco gymnastics
Northwest individual statistics squad takes to the road to compete
5th in the vault, 11th In all-around,
at seattle University on Thursday
The BSU Women's basketball
previous game at Missoula.
15th on the balance bearnand 14th
and at Oregon College at Educateam Is gearing up this week's
Montana State also has an expertion in monmoth Oregon on Satur- , in floor exercise.
practices for Northwest Women's
ienced squad with 5-10 forward
season.
. Boise gymnasts listed in the
day.
Basketball League (NWBL) fv1oun-' Joyce, Bignell, 6-0 center Dara
BSU topped Seattle' University
ranklngs inclUde Patty Rintala who
In Seattle on Thursday, Feb. 15
taln Division games with the
Reiners and 5-3 guard Robin
57-56 Saturday night. seattle carne . BSU will be part of a four way
Is 13th in the vault (8.25), 14th all
University of Montana and fv1ont- Hulton. Freshman center 6-0 Jane
to Boise with a 14-5 season record. meet with teams from seattle
around (30.60), and 10th in floor
ana State University tearns.
Glennie, who put up 30 points
A mistake-filled first half was University, Washington State and
exercise (8.25). Cicily Corder Is
It will be' BSU vs Montana on against BSU In January, ls-currectified by the Broncos when the Portland State at 7 pm.
15th all-around (30.40), while
Thursday Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. and rently ranked sixth among all
offense began to mesh.
Jerrie Sievers and Michelle KingsAfter losing against Washington
BSU vs MSU as the preliminary to
Northwest scorers with a ,16.5
Vicki Hileman, 5-7 senior guard State a few weeks ago, the Boise
bury are ranked 7th and 11th
the men's game Saturday Feb. 17 average.
,from Whitefish, MT, displayed State tearn Is excited about the
at 5:45 P.M.
~Descusslngthe BSU-Montana
top-notch defensive work as well chance to meet Washington before
BSU's Saturday opponent, the
Boise lost to both Montana teams games, Coach Connie' Thomgren
as leading all Bronco scorers with
regionals. Washington's
best
Oregon College of education tearn,
In road games In January. UM
says, "Both tearns have very'
14 points. Hileman controlled the score, since the last meeting, is a
Monmouth,OR, Is ranked ninth
defeated 'BSU 60-45 at Missoula capable scorers. We'll have to
ball through the last two seconds 112". Portland has been scoring
among Northwest tearns with
and MSU had a 71-61 victory at sharpen our defense against them.
until the buzzer ended the contest 115, while seattle U. has been in
96.30 points. OCE has had a
Bozeman.
.'
Neither, tearn has a, particular
with the one point Bronco lead.
the low 1oo's.
reputation in the past for strong
The UM tearn had eight returnheight advantage over us but 'we
6-3 junior center Nancy Phillips
Boise State's season average is
gymnastics, according to Bronco
Ing players Including leading scorneed to be more aggressive than
grabbed 15 rebounds and account- now up to 120.5 and routines are
Coach' Ed Zimmer. Though it is
er6-1 center Linda Deden and two we were earlier and I hope we've
ed for thirteen points In the Bronco stronqer and more conslstant acassumed they are rebuilding this
5-7 guards, Cheryl Sandbak and eliminated our turnover tenden
victory.'
@ cording to Coach Zimmer.
year, Zimmer said, Zimmer said,
Sheila SUllivan'. Deden accounted cles. I'd say we're comparable in
The
BSU
tearn
Is
currently
rank'''It
would be a mistake to overlook
for 18 points against Boise in the terms of skills and maybe playing
ed fourth In the Northwest with a them. They're a tearn with skill
point total of 121.20. Portland
and high aspirations."
State Is ranked sixth with 115.10
The Bronco-OCE meet is set for 1
points.
pm, Saturday, Feb. 17 at MonPortland State gymnast Kris
mouth.'
@
Registration opens at 10:00 am
Final preparation Is being made tion, and loaned out to victims of
with race time set for 12 o'clock
lung disease from the Equipment
for the Idaho Lung Association 4th
noon. The award ceremony will be
Annual No(dlc'SkI-Along, Sunday, Loan Bank Program.
held at City Hall at 2:00 pm.
The course will be laid out at the
February 131n the tdaho City area.
Classeswill be available 'for both,
Airport area. A loop of approxlSawtooth Mountaineering and
Ski10mwill co-sponsor the event. ,mately 41f2miles will be selected. .rnen and women of all ages in
Race Headquarters will be at either citizen or open racing
All preceeds from the meet will be
Sawtooth Mountalneering In Idaho categories. The tax-deductible
used by ILA to maintain breathing
entry fee is $3.00, 18 and under;
City.
machir.es donated to the AssoclaDoug Sprague, a senior Engish
$4.00, 19 and over; special family
Kelly Troutner for third and Mike
major at BSU, won the Miller
rate, $6.00 (for 3 members or
Love for', fourth place.
One-on-One Basketball Tourna-.
Doug Sprague is now eligible to
more.)
ment held at half-time during the
compete In the One-on-One
There will be trophies, prizes and
Boise State - Idaho State Game
ChaJ:T\plonshlp Tournament that
certificates awarded to winnerS in
Women's Tennis Coach Jean
played high school or open compe- , each class. A special award will be ' last Thursday.
will be held at the end of the
Doug received a $200 scholarship
Boyles has issued a "Last Call"
titive tennis, please seeor call Ms.
basketball season. It will include
given to all skiers finishing the
invitation to women Interested in , Boyles at 385-1760 or 385-1470.
winners from other colleqes in the
course.
@ award.
Also receiving trophies where
competing on BSU's team.
Competition Is on the varsity
Northwest.
Randy Mansen for second place; ,
If you are a student currently
level for the spring, 1979.
@
attending Boise State and have

ldoho lung Nordic Ski- Along Set

Doug Sprague Wins Miller
One-on-One Basketball
"Tournament'

Women's' Tennis Announcement,

CONTINUED
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great match," said Young.
Another former Boise State star,
Dan Warren at 158 pounds will
take on freshman Rex Edwards of
BSU in another interesting matchup. Edwards has been learning
fast and is expected to help the
Broncos in their bid for a sixth

straight Big Sky charnplonshtp,
Warren won the Big Sky title at
158 pounds in 1976for Boise State.
Boise Coach Young is not anticipating a major upset, but he is
billing the contest as a great tuneup for the conference championships In Pocatello, Feb, 24. @
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Doing It Again, Folks!
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The Northwest Women's Basket"; ball
League named Boise State
'

i

senior guard 5-7 Vicki Hileman,
i Player -of the Week for Feb. 5-9,
. 1979.
Hileman's selection was based on
her 46 point production Feb. 2 and
3 when she scored 23 points
against the University of Washington Huskies at seattle and an
identical 23 the follOWing night in
Bellingham, WA, against the
Western Wahington Vikings.
Paul Madison, Sports Informa-

WED.

tion Director at Western Washington in Bellingham, who compiles
all statistics for the Northwest
League, had high praise for Hileman's efforts in the BSlJ-Western
game. "She has a great game
against us, we just couldn't stop
her, Madison said.
Although Boise State lost to both
Washington teams, Hileman's 561ectlon as Player of the Week Is
evidence that skill is recognized
regardless of game outcome.
II
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. Gymnasfs

Score·
. 124.55 In Losing Cause

Named Northwest. Player
Of The Week

;
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The Bronco gymnastics team Is
meet. The fans saw routines with
Concluding the meet was the
now 7-5 after a three-way meet at
very few falls and scores in the
floor exercise with many routines
. home with British Columbia and
high 7's and low 8's.
achieving 8.0 and better. Brigham
Brigham Young.
Brigham Young champ Rene
Young's Liz Johns and Rene Hack
,Brigham Young University took . Hack showed superb strength and
took first and third, places, while
fitst place honors with a 128.30 to
flexibility In an 8.45 beam routine.
the Bronco's top gymnast, Patty
Boise State's 124.55 and British
Teammate Liz Johns placed saoRintala, took second.
Columbia's 111.0 In a ttl-meet last
ondwith an 8.25 and Boise State's
This was the highest scoring
Saturday.
Patty Rintala, for the first time this
meet for Boise State this season.
Coach Ed Zimmer of Boise State season,.placed with no falls to take The entire team did very. we)1 and
said, '" don't feel like we lost the
third with an 8.10.
achieved come of their best scores.
meet. We expected BYU to win,
but they were not expecting us to
I ~
come close to them, This meet
was by far one of the best meets
.
seen at Boise State, according to
Zimmer.
!'-AI
I:'
BYU Cougars Liz Johns and Rene
rCil'4
Hack, took first and second place
nlJ(~
ortr
In the all-around competition with
V'l gr.. -pV'
v VVYo\I&;;o
a 33.40 ahd 32.60. Boise State's
IlfLR'£T
Patty Rintala placed third with an
~
1
excellent 32.05 total.
Boise State was leading the meet
by one point after vault and bars.
Patty Rlmtala's best vault this
season, a full-on handsprlng-off,
scored an 8.55 Victory. Teammate
Leslie Bastian was right behind In
second place with an 8.50. BYU's
Liz Johns snatched third place
with an 8.30.
During uneven bars, Boise State
senior Jerrie Sievers had an
unfortunate fall near the end of
her routine. It knocked the wind
out of her and scratched her from
the remainder of the meet. But,
her routine was good enough to
that point to score a 7.95, tying for
second place 'with co-gymnast
Michelle Kingsbury. The Cougar's
Lii Johns once again showed her
talents and topped everyone to
take first place. wllh an 8.4.
Balance beam proved to be one of
the most exciting events of the

'i'
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football Players' Opportunttes
In Canadian Football League

NOW AVAULAB.lE IN BOISE
BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS
DISCO SYSTJ.:M5
o INTERCOM SYSTEMS
o OUTDOOR PA SYSTEMS
RENTALS & LEASING AVAILABLE
0.

o

Disco Systems W/Lites as low as

Several Boise State fQOtball players from both the 1978 and 1977
spuadS have been contacted by
Canadian Football League teams.
Bob Macauley, an Ali-America
-middle linebacker from the 1978
team has been mailed a contract
by the Edmonton Eskimos. Macauley, co-defensive player of the
year In the Big Sky Conference

$159.95 mo.
211 No. 8th & Overland
Park Shopping Center
Serving the Northwest in 5 Slales
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Also, the Ottawa Roughrlders
have indicated an interest in Mark
ViIIClf.lO,two-time ail-Big Sky canter and a senior from last season's
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t~ierEd
ThOmas
from the
1978
BSUteam and
Canadian
born,
Is

to be drafted by aCFL
team In the upcoming draft.
Four members ofthe 1978 team,
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this past season, Is on the negotiation list or protected list which is
used to sign American players.
The CFL drafts Canadian born
players on Feb. 14, and uses this
negotiation list to protect American players they nope to sign.
Macauley has been offered a
three-year pact contingent on his
making the club. Edmonton has
indicated they Intend to move
MacaUley to outside linebacker.
In addition, cornerback Larry
• Merritt, • a senior on the 1978
squad, has also been sent a
'contract by Edmonton, similar to
Macauley's. Harold Cotton, ali-Big
Sky offensive tackle from the 1977
squad has already signed a pact
with Edmonton.
Chris Malmgren, _a defensive
tackle from the 1977. team and
defenslv!3 player of the year In the
Big Sky that season, has been sent
a contract by the Calgary Stamp-

Itles to
.May,

be drafted by the NFL
@,In
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Vietnam

Vet
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WEEKDAYS 9:30 to 9
SATURDAY9t07
SUNDAY 11 t06

Has

Run-Around
(CCRS) - A University of Wisconsin Vletnarn veteran opened his
mail last spring expecting to find
his $311 monthly GI benefit check.
Instead, he found a letter from the
Veterans Administration demandIng repayment of more than three
tlrnes that amount.
. The Milwaukee student investl'gated the alleged overpayment
and suspension of his benefits,
and claimed that "several VA
counselors kept referring me from
one place to another."
"Many hassles with government
bureaucracies are matter of rnlscommunication or Computer foulups," says Jadine Nielsen, a
constituent caseworker for Sen.
Alan Cranston, D-Callf. "Getting
incorrect information can lead to
frustration and anger' on both
sides and no resolution can be
reached with the' parties Involved," she says.
Alease V. Grl~ham, chief caseworker for Rep. Henry'S, Reuss,
D-Wisc., says that college students commonly have problems
with .government agencies concerning delayed veteran and social
security disability benefits. Others
receive dellnquency inotlces on
student loans either paid-in-full or
not yet due, she says.
.
To deal with bureaucratic confrontation, Grisham suggests first .
"demanding to speak to the right
personat the local agency,'gettlng
the person's name .and phone
number to keep on top of things."
They may also turn to their
Washington, D.C., representative.
However, a congressman's local
field office can often get faster
results', Nielsen said, since It Is
close to the problem agency and
complaints are "usuanyreeotved
routinely."
Requests for a congressman's
help should be In writing, said
Grisham. This perihlts his office to
Investigate private records, she
said, adding that including indentIflcatlon numbers may speeld up
neqotlatlona, She also suggests
writing to a congressman whose
committee appointment relates to
.the problem. .
':Craston's office Ideally notlfles
constituent within 24 hours that
the request has been recleved,"
Nielsen said. Usually disputes are
settled Within three weeks, but
Investigations requiring medical
examinations for social security
disability benefits, for example,
may take longer, she said.
After a month's haggling with
the local VA office, the Milwaukee
veteran turned to a state representative. His case was then referred
to Reuss' Washington, D.C., office, said Grisham.
She said the local VA made an
extra effort to re-check the files
when Reuss' office contacted It.
"The local VA responded much
faster ",to an investigation by
Reuss' office than It ever would
have to the student himself," she
said.
In re-cllecking Its flies, the local
VA found the overpayment was Its
fault for not updating records at
the school, Grisham said. Within
seven days of reoelvlnqthe veteran'scomplatnt, the VA agency not
only waived the $973 bill, but
resumed the student's benefits
and paid him retroactively for the
two months for which hewas not
paid during the investigation.
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Checking On Checking
by Terl Zrazik /
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The Arbiter was Interested In finding out the reason why banks, for the
most part, had dissolved programs which specified lowered service
charges to Boise State University_students who had checklng.ac.x:ounts.
I contacted six banks In the area and asked them their feelings on the
subject. Reactions ranged from, "Yes, we do have that program", to
•'We just opened up.last year and couldn't possibly think of starting one
yet". The following comments are What I gleaned from each bank.
.
Bank ofldaho
_
THE INDIVIDUAL l\contaCted Informed me of a special program In
effect for students. They said they realized students had no money and
. thus offered a system where students with a current activity eardcould
buy.2QOchecks at prices ranging from $3.83 to $5.00. No service charge
was added to this.
Idaho Bank and Trust
this bank, I was toid, did not have a special student program and never
had one. It was against their policy. However, they did offer a lower rate
per check than most other banks. They said they charged 15 cents per
check; on a pay-as-used basis. .
American Bank of Cotnmerce
American Bank of Commerce has never had a.program for students.
Only open since April oL1977, they were just getting started. They
seemed to feel that It would be an unneeded expense at this time.
by Lois Palmgren
Idaho First National
Recently I encountered a bulleI spoke with Nancy Adrlane here. According to her, Idaho First
tin .in the women's locker room
National had had a program like this In the past, but it was cancelled In which read: "attention Joggers OCtoberof 1978. Mentioning she was not sure of all the reasons Why the The Bronco Stadium Track will be
cancellation took place, she stated It was never profitable for the bank.
open for your convenience from
They had what she called a "Pioneer Account" which charged 20 cents 7:00 a.rn. to 8:00 p.m," The Idea
per check and required no other fee for service charges.
of running on a track had occured
First Security Bank of Idaho
.
to me In the last few months as I
Speaking with a Mr. Joe Schreiber, I discovered First Security has . pursued ll1y new-found art by
never had a program for students. The bank felt that it would have been running through Julia Davis Park.
unfair to give college students preferential treatment over any other group
I am certain that many runners
of people (for example, high school seniors). Also, as there was no profit
will agree with me on my negative
In it, he emphasized banks areJn business to make a profit. They had sentiments regarding the dodging
researched the question and found that since the program was not a of treacherous patches of Ice and
proflt-orlented venture, the stockholders and other involved personnel occasionai sprinklings of animal
were not In favor of it. He did say they had a •'Check-way' "account. this
waste.
method of regUlating one's money-flow was delineated by not requiring a
These and other variables are,
minimum balance and charging for each check as It Is written.
of course, not present on the track .

e

Runner Finds

r

Discrimination Enlightening
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I realized that running on a track
indeed'qood news. "With no custowould not be nearly as stimulating
dian to be found at the time, a spur
as the great outdoors. But, deeldof the moment decision ensued as
ed to give it a try-anyway.
• I pulled the hood of my sweatshirt
Arriving at the Varsity Center over my head and strode through
around 4:30 p.m., It didn't take me the locker room, unnoticed.
long to observe the only aceessto
Once on the track and running, I
the track was routed through one felt much relieved at. _having
of two locker rooms. Both were conquered a small barrier. An
filled with men.
_
unexpected one, to be sure. As I
IInquired at the desk If this was
neared completion, _my thoughts
indeed the. only means to the
returned to the situation at hand.
track. One of four women InformHaving made it through the locker
ed me that it was, adding that I room and onto the track, I stili had
happened to drop in "at a bad to exit in the same manner. this .
time" .
. was a disturbing thought.
Informed that Icould look around' On the way out, I was able to see .
for the custOdian to unlOCk the
straight through the locker room
outside gate for me, this was
CONTINUED
PAGE
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MAJf\X. BROTHERS
fILM FESTB'!All ~

FATHER HARRY

lNCONCERT

~ Th& Dig Store. 6
@

At the Circus

SUNDAY FEB 25

"These boys are still the most
erratic maniacs this side of BARS."

A.Ll

....

3:00 to 5:00pm
Special Events Center

II\LS

1110NDAY FEB 26

the iss.BSU
Scholarship Pageant t'lrJ'I~e,:t~.:'o~~
or ASDSU
IS comIng soon St~~~nflo~~~~~
pick-upyour

II

III
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~~e~i~~~~~~~enter
NO CHARGE
Father Harry can be heard
o_n_K_BB_K_F_M
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coming QttrQction

STUDENTS
SPEA outs:

St. Patrick's Day Smoker

Wednesday Feb 14
. in Boisean Lounge

."

"

Parts of the movie are devoted
to incidents illustrating the
inanities of the Viet Nam War.
Feb 25 SPEC Center 8:00pm

t

President John Keiser
Will be present in an informal
question and answer period to
answer any queslion posed by
any BSUstudent concerning
Boise State University

March 17
All. BSl)pug(lfst~
welCome, all
w~ight classiJica.tions.
.
PJck-up ~pplications at ASS Public Relations Dept & Intramural
Sports Office

FEBROARY

14, ltil79
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Citizens National Bank
Donna Ryan, Marketing Officer of CItizens National Bank, says her
bank used to have a student program, but doesn't anymore. It had proved
to be too expensive. They do offer a similar program as the one at First
Security. This "Check-way" acoount requires the Individual pay for each
check written, charged 15 cents per check,wlth no additional service
charges required, Sheelaborated, for a bank to break even otl an account,
an Il19lviduai would have to write a minimum of 25 checks per month and
keep a balance of $1,000. Citizens hired a "functional cost analyst"
(pricing expert) In an advisory capacity to gain an Insight Into how to
regulate the price of servlcetocustomers. whatlt bolls down,to Is the fact
that inflation has hit banks, too. This bank was sympathetic to the
condition of the student, but had been hit with the rising cost of electrical
equipment, printing costs, etc., and therefore had adlusted their prices
acoordlngly.
In summation, I would have to say that lt pays a student to shop around.
Some banks feel that it Is a good thing to go ahead and absorb the loss,
Incurredby lowering rates to students. Hopefully, upon graduation, the
student with his new found elevated consumer status will keep his account'
with that bank, thus making up the bank's losses by storing more of his
money there.
If a student knows helshe will be moving on after
graduation, perhaps they should take advantage of the "pay-as-used"
method of writing checks. This eliminates the worry of a minimum
balance,and makes possible the writing of checks In the amount of 80
cents. (Hey, I've done that!)
,
Some banks feel, too, that offering~udent loans at a slightly lowered
Interest rate takes careof their obligation to that faction of society. One
individual made the comment that students have made payments on their
student loans with checks from other banks that are slightly cheaper In
checking' expense.
Me, I don't have to worry about any of this, I have. this nice sock
between my mattress ....
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Po~tryReading
T H. or Professor
Poets Jim Heynen and Carol
Bangs will be reading from their
works Thursday, February 15, at 8
p.m. In the Lookout Room of the
Student Union Building. Theirs
will be the third in a year-long
series of readings honoring the
late Charles David Wright, poet
and professor of English at BSU. '
.
Heynen and ~gs
will also
read VYednesdaynrght at 8 p.~. at
t~~ ~OIseGallery of ~rtand Will be
~ISltlng and conducting workshops
In the schools.
Heynen is director of literature.
programs for the Centrum Foundation in Port Townsend, Washington.
In 1975-76 he was
coordinator for the artist-in-theschools-program of the Idaho commission on the Arts and Humanities. He is the author of two
poetry collections, Notes from
Custer and How the Sow Became a
Goddess. A collection of. prosepoem tales, The Man Who Kept
Cigars in His Cap, will be published shortly.
Bangs' poetry has appeared in
numerous U.S. and Canadian rnagazinesand will have her first
Poetry collection, Irreconcilable
Differences, published this spring
by Confluence Press. She received the Ph.D from the University of
Oregon in 1977 and has taught
literature courses at 'BSU, 'West~
ern Washington University, and
Peninsula College.

The Boise Readers Consortium features Poets Jim Heynen and Carat
Bangs, the third in a series or readings being held at the Boise Gaflery
of Art.
songwriters Rosalie Sorrels, Terri
Garthwaite, and Bobbie louise,
Hawkins, April 1.1 and 12; and
fiction and screen writer Judith
Rascoe, May 2 and 3,.
The sertes Is funded by a grant
from the National Endowment for
the Arts, with matching funds'
from the Boise
Readings
Consor.
.
.

.

.

tium, which includes the Association for the Humanities in Idaho,
Boise Gallery of Art, Boise Independent School District, the Book
Shop, BSUAssociated
Student
Body, the Boise State Department
of English, and NORTHWEST
AMERICA magazine.
Project
director is Carol Mullaney, associate professor of English

BOISE BOOK FARM

, Supplement Your Class Needs.
Term Paper
Material from Art to Zoology. Old, Scarce, rare
and Like New Books, Paper Backs, magazines
& Records.
826 Main St., Old Alexanciers Bldg, 342-6909

Other writers In 'this spring's
series Include poet Galway Kinnell, reading at the Gallery?"d at
BSU, March 14 and 15; poets and
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and went for it when I had a clear
shot at the door. Now that the door
was closed behind me I had no
such opportunity.
One alternative available was to
sit on the track until I was sure
that no men were left in the locker
room. I didn't consider this too seriously. Taking my chances and
boldly opening the door,on one
appeared in direct range of my
advance. I went through, again,
unnoticed.
This incident raised some interesting questions concerning the
Title IX enlightenment of late. It
was very obvious that I had been
discrirnlriated :against. Realizing
that these gentlemen have a right
to their privacy, what about my
right to the track?
I found it none too "convenient," .as the posted bulletin had
stated, to assert my right to the
Bronco Stadium track.
To test the consistency of the .
outer gates locked status, I returned to the track two days later. On
this occasion, it was discovered
that I was a little "different" than
most of the other individuals in the
locker room.
Accepting this fact in a rather
verbal way, one person commented that what I was doing took
"guts." This made me feel tremendous and I netted 3/4 of a mile
more than I usually run.
To quote Dathrine. Switzer, the
"woman who broke the sex barrier
at Boston "'. 'The boom In athletic
excellence: I think Isa bit of a
physical manifestation ·of anew
psychological state which we can '/
simply call confidence."
It Is rather apparent to me that

•

Boise State University's policies,
official and otherwise, 'are not in
keeping with the attitudes of the
time or the law as it now exists. I
point this out merely to make the

status quo aware that we will
assert our rights no matter what
the barriers may be. Should that
include a Iitt.le sightseeing along
the way, well, Que sera sera!

:@
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Harah And Very VUlg;u Language
And May Dc Con5.idctiNJ Shoclung
And otteoslve. No Explicll~.1
Or Violcnoo Is Shown. , .'
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tavern/ coffeehouse

·f~
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9:00am weekdays, .mellow wake-up
tunes by thealbumn, wholewheat
& honey snacks, and rich, real coffee.

,.......
_1010 Broadway & Universi1y-..~a

Rated X
blll sarqent presents A l-ll'LLARD ElKINS-STEVE BLAUNER PHOOVCnON OF RICHARD PRYOR LIVE IN CONCERT
Produced by DEL JACK "nd J. MARK mAVIS • Executive ProdUceIf-AUl
BARNETT· Directed by JEFF MARGQUS
A SEE ThenbC tktwol1l. Production In AssociatIon WHh COMPACT VIDEO SYSTEMS. INC.
RefoeMd by SPECiAl EVENT ENTERTAINMENT
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Greek Row
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by Mary Lou Virgil
GREEKS, GREEKS, GREEKS. Yes, there are a few on campus.
Evidence is everywhere; In the up stairs SUB show case, In the football
stands, and even In the classrooms. Now when I say Greeks, I'm not
referring to people from Greece. What I refer to is the guys & gals running
around campus with "weird" letters on their shirts.
BSU Is the home for four national sororities' and three national
fraternities. Each has a house within a mile of campus that Is a
home-away-from-home for many.
.
The first sorority settled at BSU in 1969 and they've been coming ever
since, in this order:
Alpha Omicron PI- April 1969
Delta Delta Delta - November 1969
Gamma Phi Beta - February 1970 ,
Alpha Chi Omega - March 1970
Fraternities began to appear In 1970 and have been on the go since"
appearing in this line up:
Kappa Sigma - February 1970
Tau Kappa Epsilon - May 1970
Sigma Ph! Epsilon - April 1978
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rry In Person

GREEK ROW will appeareveiy week in. the ARBITER to spread the word
Father Harry, for those of you
on the BSU' Greek system. Future articles will feature information on
not recognizing the name, may be
Hazing, Rush, Greek Week and much, much more. For those already a
familiar with his radio spots on
part of the system and for those simply interested in knowing more, join
KBBK FM. His messages and
us weekly.'
.
@ reflections
of modern life combined with excellent modern music
are syndicated by radio and television stations all over the United
States. His program: Love on the
Rock, has won the "Top Special
Program" award presented by Bill
Board Magazine. He has also won
the coveted "GabrielAward" for
six straight years; 1973 through
1978.
.
.
Father Harry's 'programs deal
with the problems which we all
~905 Broadway
face at one time or another,
National Syndication
regardless of age. The Insight '
I'll Never Tell;
..273 S. Orcho;d
which he displays through his
KFRC Radio, San Francisco
programs, combined with music to
Hot Fudge Sunday;
fit the topic, and Insight which
KRON-lV, San Francisco
helps us altln Solving our probSponsored by the A.S.B. Public.
.
AFTER
lems.
Relations Department, the CathoNIGHT
When not appearing In teleIIc Communications Center, and
vision or radio programs, he
~
DELIGHT
ALL SEATs $2.00
fulfills his priestly duties at Sacred'
open 12:00 MID
. Heart Parish or In downtown bl~k
SHOW AT 12:30
~
and gay ghettos. He also has daily
mass.counsels teenagers, and
visits the slcl<.
Father' Harry's programs Include:

HOT CHOCOLATE
\VARMS WINTER

CHOW-MOW
DRIVE IM~·

,

i:
t

KBBK 92 FM, FATHER HARRY
will speak at Boise State Unlverslty in the Special Events Center
on SundaY,February 25th from
3:00p.m., to 5:00 p.m. and on
Monday, February 26th from 8:00
p.m. to 9:30 p.m., FREE to all who
attend.
.

f. .

.~

. STUMP

TRIVIA RAT

tell-la-vision:
KRON-lV, NBC, San Francisco
Father Harry God Squad:
National Syndication
Love on the Rock:

Cuff' IAsTwoOD

mu. TUIIN YOU
'IVIAY

by Mark C. Brough
1. Two seasoned actors tearned up
as stars of the 1968 western
"Flrecreek", Name them.

WNICHWAY

3UTLoolll'
~

"., .......

Wool<days
Mat Sal &

70"il

111110

at 7:00 & 9:
Son at 2:15, 4:30,7:00

Ov('rIOl'H)

& 9:20

PHONE

ro

THESE ARE THE ARMIES
OF THE NIGHT.

Tonight they're all out to get the Warriors.

-BUY&, SELL and ii\AJDE~~
N0W

and Used R~cord$ and Tap&s

We Guarantee What We Sell
Highest Prices Paid For
Your Records & Tapes.
11051WEST IDAHO

DOIS~,}DAHO

2. Sonny Bono has a brief solo hit
in 1965. What was It? .
3. What were the jersey numbers
of the following football players: 1)
Ray Nitschke 2) Charly Taylor 3)
Daryle Lamonica 4) Willie lanier
5) Wayne walker 6) Walt GarrIson
7) Mel Renfro 8) Charlie Cowan 9)
Chuck Howley 10) Dave Wilcox.
4. Name Baretta's cockatoo.
5. What comedy tearn was featured In. the 1941 film "The Big
Store"?
6. What other name for coffee
provided AI Hlrt with a hit?
7. Did "Captain Nice" take a pili
or a potion to become a crime
fighter?
8. On the" Mickey Mouse Theatre
of the Air," who read the part of
Mickey?
9. Name the starting pitchers for
game 7 of the 1967 World Series.
10. W!.lo played the town constable
in "The Russians are Coming, The
Russians are Coming';?

,@
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FREE E N TS
$1.0D CDC TAILS
Paramount Pictures Presents A lawrence Gordon Production "THE WARRIORS"
Executive Producer Frank Marshall Based Upon the Novel by Sol Yurick
Screenplay by David Shaber and Wllter Hill Produced by lawrence Gordon
:Rr:-::J~.:r.°~ Directed by Walter Hill
.' Weol<daY8 a1 8:00 & 10:00·
,,...~,
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10'>1 overland
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•
rd.

Son at 2:00, 4:00,
6:00, 8:00 & 10:00

. Mat Sal &

••
11 Hon

beer,' wine, great· sandwiches,
fresh soup&chl/i'
game room .
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Feb. 14
Area High School Orientation Day at Boise
State University
Chakra Awarenesa: 9:30 - 11:00 am, a
Creative Awareness Center, 1155 Ballantyne, Eagle, $35 for 8 weeks
BolIO Roadlng Consortl~/I1: poetry reading
by Galway
Kinnell,
8 prn,
Bolse :
Gallery of Art.
Income T~ A:slstance [VITAl: 3 - 9 pm,
SUB Senate Chambers.
Film; ."Hlstory of Blacks In the Pacific
Northwest,"
9 am - 2:30 pm, Sonate
Chambers.
Dance Workshop: by Karen Atttx, 5 - 8 pm,
auxiliary gym.
.
I
Wrestling: BSU vs Athletes In Action, 7:30
pm, gym.

John Best Faculty RBeltal
8:15 pm - Friday

r:
\~

f.

I

CIll$5 Country Ski Trip: Into Sawtootha, call
385-1455 for Info
.
I.:Ist Day to File For Master's Degroo and
For Graduallon; neglstrar's office

Feb. 15
Poetry Reading: Jim. Heynen and Carol
Bangs, 8 pm, SUB Lookout
Gospel ChoIr Concert: Mtn. Home Air Force
Base Choir, 8 pm, SUB Ballroom
PalmIstry: 7.- 9:30 pm, Creative Awareness
Center, 1155 Ballantyne, Eagle, $20 for 2
weeks.
Chakra Awarenesa: 7:30 - 9 pm, Creative
Awareness Conter, 1155 Ballantyne, Eagle,
$35 for 8 weeks
BolU! ReadIng Consortium: Poetry reading
by Galway Kinnell, 8 pm, SUB
ForeIgn Languago ColloquIum: 4 prn, SUB
TllIo l-A Program Funds: Deadline for
proposals - see Pat Derman
-Loctures, Fllrm, Panols and Poetry Reading:
on Black History Week, 9 am - 3 pm, SUB
Senate Chambers
LOS Student Association Tolont Show: 7:30
pm, Special Events Conler
Audubon Film: "Mexico to Alaska," 8 prn,
Tolescope Vlowlng: call 385-3775
Women's ·B!lskelball: BSU vs 'Montana, 7
prn, gym

,
t

Feb. 16

D

Blacl< History Week Lectures, Films and
Panols: 9 am .- 2:30 prn, SUB Senate
Chambers
Portland Dance Theatre: Performs "Ear
Heart •.• Fllghts, Formal/ons and Starry
Nights," - Sun Valley Qpero House
Wemen's Basketball: BSU vs Montana
State, 5:45 pm, gym
Mon's Basketball: BSU vs Montana State, 8 "
pm, gym

Feb. 19
BSU Closod : Washington's Birthday
Young Writer's Conference: 9 am - 3:30 pm, .
Liberal Arts Building
Concert by 801se Philharmonic: Also Michael
Webster, Capital High Auditorium
"Holistic Astrology": Four-night astrology
seminar, "Sox, Romance, Marriage and
Children,"
7-9 pm, Creative Awareness
Conter, Eagle, $25 per person for four
nights
Jo'Ysc:rMIC:::;:;~r,~n

5

Feb. 20

Concert by Bolsa Philharmonic: and Michael
Webster, Capital High Auditorium
"HolIstlcAstrology":
also "Business,
Flnancll and Career Counseling," 7 - 9 pm,
Creative Awareness Center Eagle
Solar Eclipse Tatk and Workshop: 7:30 pm,
room 106 Science Bldg.

a Garden," evening,

Women's Junior Varsity Basketball: BSU vs
College of Southern Idaho, 7 pm, gym

Feb. 18
Locture:.on "The Black Church In American
History" 11 am, St. Paul Baptist Church
Solo Dance Performance: by Karen Attlx, 2
pm, Special Events Conter
Tryouts: for "Fou« On a Garden," 2 prn,
Boise Little. Theatre
Movie: The. Marx Brothers,
"At
the
Circus," and "The Big Store," B pm, Spec.
Admission: 50 cents students, $1 non-students

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Foster Parent Training
Caldwell February 15
Basic Training
fer Field Work In tho
Arts-The Idaho Commission on the Arts Is
now accepting applications for the second
sesslon ' of the CETA Arts Management
Internship Program, to begin March 12, 1979.
Nine Interns, selected for training In basic
techniques of managing. a non-profit arts
organization, fiscal management, planning,
PR techniques and fund raising, will receive
four months In classroom Instruction In Boise,
followed by eight months In the field working
. with an arta organization In the state. Up to
'32 credits will be offered by the University of
Idaho.
CETAwll1 pay minimum wage to participants
during the year-long course plus some travel·
and relOC<ltloncosts. To determine eligibility,
Interested persons ·would Immediately contact their local Job Service Conter and send a
resume with leiters of reference to: George
Michel, Idaho Commission on the Arts, 304
W. State St., Boise, Idaho 83702. For
additional Informati.on, call 384-2119;

Soulons

Bogin In

Spring foster parent training sessions In
the CBldwell area will begin February 15 at
the Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare Children's Sorvlces Building, 107
Poplar, from 7 - 9 pm,
The opening session of the training will
Instruct foster parerits In how to deal with
lying. and dishonesty. The group will meet
again on the third; Thursday. of March,
April and May.
,
Discussion during the series will be led by
Phil McQueen, coordinator of Caldwell
children's
mental health services and
Charles Fletcher, social services worker
with CBldwell child welfare services.
Foster parents are In great demand In the
Caldwell area, according to Susan Lavelle,
_ Foster Parent Training Director of the Boise
"State University Tltal XX Grant, which
sponsors the course.
The public. Is ·Invlted to the training
sasslona which are free of charge. Those
attending will be reimbursed for babysitting
expenses by the Idaho Foster Parents'
Association.
March 15 class discussion Will. be ,..,
handling the dlstructlve behavior of Ch'
ren; April 19,the adjustment problem~ -

the foster family, and May 17, fostering the
battered and abused child.
For further Information about the foster
parent course, contact Lavelle at the Boise
Slate Siaff Development Conter, 801 Reserve Street, Ejolse, ID 83702, 384-3127.

asu

Nursing Careen Night February 15

Learning the variety of careers available
In professional nursing at Nurse Careers
Night February 15 from 7:30 to 9:30 pm In
the Boise State University Science Education Building, roo[!l 153.
Career opportunities In nurslnQ administration, education, vlsillng, hospital staff,
office, Intensive care and Industrial nursing
as well as nUl1le practitioner and mental
health counseling will be discussed.
No registration Is required for allendlng
the career night discussions which will
counsel LPN's, oollege and high school
students, and graduates, health paraprofessionals, end those already In other
careers In the nursing choices open to them.
A lour of BSU practice laboratory facilities
will be Included.
Consultants are Virginia Nehring, director
of the associate degree nursing program;
Dr. Charlette Gale, director of the baccaJaureate program, and· Brenda Spears,
nursing Instructor.

Colllst ond Vocal Duo to Present Oolsa Stote
University FOCtlliy RecItal Fobruory 16
John H, Best, celllstvand' Catherine and
Wilber Elllutl, mezzo and tenor, will present
a faculty recital Friday, Feb. 18, at 8:15 prn
In the Boise State University Special Events
Conter.
Conductor of the Boise Symphonelle and
professor of music ~t BSU, Best has been a
teacher there of cello and basS for the past
31 years. He was formerly oonductor of the
BSU oommunlty symphony and chamber
orchestra, and recently studied with the
Toho Conservatory and the Suzuki Talent
Institute In Japan.
Best will present the "Sonata In F Major,
Opus 99," by Johannes Brams, a work
oU1standlng In late nlnetOGflth century
literature for cello and plano. He will be
accompanied by Katherine R, Best.
The Eliiolls are well known throughoUt the
Northwest as soloists and musicians. He Is
the BSU Music Department Chairman, and
she Is a aepart·ment voice Instructor. They
will sing a variety of vocal duets from the
works of Schumann, Mozart, ""'~golesl,
Handel and Clarl.
Tlcketa for the ooncert will be available at
the door: adults, $2; students, $1; BSU
personnsl and senior citizens,· free.

Answers To Stump Trivia Rat
by Mark C. Brough
1. James Stewart and Henry"
Fonda.
.
2. "Laugh at Me"
3. 1)66,2) 42, 3) 3,4) 63,5) 55
6) 32, 7) 20, 8) 73, 9) 54, 10) 64
4. Fred
5. The Marx Brothers
6. Java
7. Potion
8. Walt Disney
9. Bob Gibson and Jim Longborg (Cords 7, Re<fsox 2)
.
10. Brian Keith
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day openings, $5.00 and dropins, $1.00 per hour. Call 3428249.
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2 bedroom double-willa mobllo horrie.
Carpeted, Drapes, wId hookup, all-·
electric; extra InSUlation, covered aeck,
I
I ed
s~r;'ge s~ed. O~~':fl~~~t s&r~
ct
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385-.1464 d·
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60 Ford 1,02 Ton Cuslom Cab.
Needs some work. Good Tires.
~,work;
342-2005,home

-cl-~"~ ~~~~

see

End
T all &
125 ce Yamaha Mlulro, r2 857
Street sprockets.
eage,
$300.00 ',Irm. Ph 362-4269.after -

No experience. High Payl
Europe, HaWaii, Australia, So.
America. Winter, Summer!
Sont $3.65 for Info. to SEAWORLDHG, Box61035,Sacto,
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Can Men Become Gods? "CBlI
376-5885, 24 hrs dally. P.O.
Box 3356, Boise, 83703
STATE BARBER COLLEGE
Short en Money? Long on Hair? save
Money by Getting Your Hlar Cut at
State Barber College. WIth Budget
Price for Guys & Girls. Appt, Available. ..
12210 Main St., Bolso,3.o\2~9729.
.
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Sophomore,
JunIors
and
Senlonl: looking for a part time
. job? Get a jump on a aummer
job with good Inoome, flexible
houl1l, and real experience In
the business world. Credit posalble. Northwestern
Mutual
Ufe. CBlI Hank or SUo at

m-021o. -

~
Union Building, across from
"Clearwater" Room. Call Ann ,
385-1464
•
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February's
"Couple of the
Month" will be featured In the
BSU Dining Hall on Valentine's
Day. Don't miss the fun Ilnd
excitement. The heart-shaped
poster will be on display above
the salad bar.
Roses are·Red
Violets are Blue
Couple of the Month
We do love youl

.
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DE-CLASSIFIED CONTEST 1121
TWO (2) FREE TICKETS to ASBSU's
Frograms Board presentation of the
Marx Bros. flicks, Sunday, February
19. \0 eech of the first live persons
who come Into tho ArbIter off!co and
tell us when the ASBSU elections are
being held and who Is running for the
two top offlcosfor ""79-'80. ·No voter
prlH"eglstratlon needed! Polls close
Frillayat 5:00 p.m.
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Introducing new Series E
from Hewlett-Packard. Five
precision calculating instruments for science and business.
Designed with a new level
of accuracy. With larger and. '
brighter displays - and
commas to separate thousands
. for instant readability .. '
Plus built-in diagnostic systems that tell you when
you've performed an incorrect
operation, and whv it was incorrect.
And Series E is "human engineered" forusabilitv: low battery
warning. light, rechargeable
batteries, positive click keys, impact
resistant cases.
FOR SCIENCE/ENGINEERING.
The Hp:'31E-Scientific.
$60;'
Trigonometry, exponentials and
math. Metric conversions. Fixed/
scientific display modes. Decimal
degree conversions. 4 addressable
memories.
The HP-32E-Advanced
Scientific with Statistics. $80;' All the
HP-31E is and more. More math
and rnetrics. 'Plus hyperbolics and
statistics. ENG, SCI and FIX.
display ..modes.
15 addressable
'.
memones.
The HP-33E-Programmable
Scientific. $100;' 49 lines of fully-

merged keycodes. Editing keys
and full range of conditional keys.
8 user memories.
FOR BUSINESS/FINANCE.
,The HP-37E- Business' Management. $75;' Figures PV, PMT, FV
simultaneouslv, Amortization
schedules, <j7o, discounts, mark-ups,
statistics-plus
"cash flow sign
convention" to let you solve problems simply. 5 financial and 7 user memories.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
IS WITHOUT' EQUAL.
Logic Systems. All Series E
calculators offer RPN logic exclusively. it's the logic system that
lets you solve lengthy problems with
ease and consistency.
Documentation. A complete documentationis designed for Series _
E calculators: IhtroductoryBooklets,
-Owners' Handbooks and Appli'cations Books to give you fast, easy
solutions to your everyday problems.
In quality. Plus HewlettPackard quality, dependability and
reliability are engineered into
every Series E calculator.
EXCELLENCE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
Come in today 'and see for
yourself that the price of excellence
is now quite affordable. The
HP-31E, 33E, 38E, are available, now,
the HP-32E and HP-37E will be
available in July.

E

"Suggested retail price excluding applicable srare and
Iocnl taxcs c-Cont incnrnl C.S.A. Alaska & Hawaii.

